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,dbstract

This project examines the role of generosity on social relationships in Sioux

Valley Dakota Nation, Manitoba. As generosity is already a community vaiue and has

been used in reference to Dakota by non Aboriginal and Aboriginal scholars, I chose to

examine it rather than the more commonly studied concept of giving.

Analysis of interviews with ten individuals revealed that community members

view generosity not in terms of giving, but as a means to help those in need and be good

to others.

Generosity is integral to being Dakota, occurring both everyday and in more

formal or ceremonial situations. Generosity includes tangible and intangibie forms of

giving and serves different functions in the community. Its economic role has changed

since the introduction of government aid, but its spiritual and social functions remain

strong. Generosity, as demonstrated by famiiies, friends and community members, serves

to preserve and strengthen social bonds.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

My grandmother was my inspiration for choosing to look at the concept of

generosity in the Dakota. This story was toid to me by my mom. I think it perfectly

highlights the difference between giving and being generous. Here is the story in my

mother's words.

It didn't seem to matter that she dídn't own a lot herself, my mother was a

giver. she was always giving, finding a way to meet the needs of others. It
was what I loved about her and it was what drove me crazy. I always

knew when I gave her something that she might not own itfor long.

someone could walk in tomoryow, someone in whom she could see a

greater need physícally, emotionally, or spirítual|y. They would comment

on somethíng mom owned and she would give it to them. There would be

no hesitation, no second thoughts and no regrets. sometimes, the item

addressed an immediate need, like food, clothing, or shelter. At other

tímes, she used the item to convey something much deeper, like belonging,

acceptance, honour, respect, or encouragemenL They were líttle seeds of
blessings she planted into the lives of those around her.

so when my mother called looking for clothing to give to some men she

knew through her work in jaíl ministry, I wasn't really surprised.

"They are getting out of iail and trying to start a new life. They need

something decent to wear to job intervíews," she reasoned. "I know Don

has a lot of nice clothes. If he had even a few things he wasn't wearing

anymore, I would really appreciate ít."

I arrived at mom's afew days later with a garbage bag fuu of men's

clothing, clean andfolded. As we drank tea together, she thanked me for
the clothing and told me again of how it would touch of the lives of these

men who were just looking for afresh start in life.



I ran afew errands and decided to stop at mom's again beþre heading

home. My mom was recovering from a battle with cancer and, despite

being in remíssion, I wouldfeel better having stopped and checked on her.

Like so many others have learned, the prospect of losing mom made every

moment with her so much more valuable.

I found my mother sitting in her living room carefully going through the

bag of clothes I brought. At her feet, was a box lined with tissue paper.

She sat and carefully reþlded each garment I had brought until it

resembled somethíng found ín a boutíque. Each layer of clothing was

topped wíth a layer of tissue paper. A lightly perfumed sachet hid between

the layers.

"Mom," I assured her, "everything in there is clean andfolded."

She stoppedfoldíng and looked at me. In that momen6 I wasn't a grown

womary but her daughter.

"What does thís look like?" she asked, motioning towards the bag of
clothíng. Her voice had an unusual quietness to it.

I looked at the black plastic bag and ín a moment of claríty, I saw it as it

was.

"A bag of garbage," I replied.

"My girl, what this bag says is 'this is my garbage but it's good enough

for you'. All of your good intentions are smothered in the black plastic. If
you are going to give a grf't, you need to make ít look like a gift."

I sat silently and watched as my mother continued to carefully fold each

garment and lay ít between the layers of tíssue paper. I realized that she

wasn't giving clothing. She was gift wrapping a statement of belief in each

of the men who would receive her gif't. She was packaging up hope and

encouragement and wrapping them in love.

What my mother gave me that afternoon was a lesson I would never

forget. Anything can be generous, depending on the spirit it is sent with.

And the greatest of gifts can lose íts shine, depending on how it is



packaged. Because when we are generous, what we give ís so much more

than the mere item -we gíve a piece of ourselves. (8. Arston, 200g)

By the time I was born, my grandmother had not lived in Sioux Valley for a long

time. She still taught her children and later her grandchildren what it meant to be Dakota.

Generosity was one of these values. At different times as adults, my mother, older sister

and I have all had the opportunity to work within the community. We still have family

living in the community and my grandparents are now buried there, so we continue to go

there on visits. One of the things I have noticed in Sioux Valley is how people are able to

rely on each other, such as offering a car ride within Sioux Valley or a ride to Brandon, or

it may be sharing one's lunch with someone because they forgot theirs at home. People

are always waving at each other as they pass on the road and they are quick to share a

smiie, a joke or a story with you. At funerals, everyone brings food and supports the

family by just being there. V/hat Irealized was that generosity within the community is

still thriving and it was this generosity that I wanted to capture for this project.

The purpose of this thesis is to examine generosity within Sioux Valley.

Specificaliy, how does generosity strengthen the social fabric of Sioux Valley? By social

fabric I want to explore how generosity helps relationships between individual

community members and how it makes the community stronger as a whoie. Thus, in

formulating my research questions, I was particularly interested in learning what forms

generosity takes in this community and when and where it occurs; whether generosity is

more likely to occur between certain people and groups and the extent to which it is

related to family life, and how generosity affects the formation and function of social



relationships. Finally, I was interested in exploring how generosity could be used to

further strengthen the community. I had three research objectives:

i. The first was to review the literature regarding generosity and giving. Giving is a

colrllnon theme in the anthropology and sociology literatures, but generosity is not

commonly used. When it is used, it is usually in reference to a certain type of

giving associated with close kin.

2. Second, I wished to explore generosity from a Dakota perspective. To do this, I

planned a literature review and, through the use of interviews, to gain a

community perspective of generosity.

3. Finally, using the data obtained, I intended to critically analyze generosity's affect

on the community.

I will finish this introduction with a description of the community, before

continuing with Chapter Two, which examines the literature on giving and generosity.

Chapter Two also reviews the literature pertaining to generosity from a Dakota

perspective. A Dakota perspective was formed by the existing iiterature and includes the

work of Native scholars and ethnographies such as that of Samuel Pond, a missionary

among the Dakota in the early 1800s. In the past, Dakota was used to encompass the sub

$oup Dakota, but was also used to include the Lakota and Nakota as well. As many of

the sources used are historical in this chapter, a Dakota perspective of generosity reflects

the Dakota, Lakota and Nakota. I chose to use the term generosity for three reasons.

First, generosity is aiready used within the community, especially in the schools. When I

visited the Sioux Valley school and high school, there were posters hanging in the

hallways and in classrooms of different teachings. One of these teachings was



generosity. Second, generosity has also been used by both Native scholars and other

writers in reference to the Dakota. Finally, I chose to use the term "generosity" to

somewhat distance this project with the literature on "giving". This project was not just

about looking at generosity from a Dakota perspective. It was also about understanding

generosity from a community perspective. This was possible by following an Aboriginal

epistemology. Chapter Three discusses what methods are included in an Aboriginal

perspective. The use of interviews allowed topics to be explored thoroughly and while a

set of interview questions were used, they acted only as a guide, allowing community

members to direct the conversation as much as they wanted to.

Chapter Four discusses generosity from a community perspective that was based

on the interviews of ten community members, whiie chapter Five explores the interviews

and examines coÍìmon themes as weil as some of the differences. Finally, in Chapter

Six, I critically analyze the data provided by community members and correlate this

information with themes explored in the existing literature, before summarizing the

findings, discussing possible applications of this project and potential avenues of further

research.

Sioux Valley Dakota Nation

Sioux Valley Dakota Nation is located in south western Manitoba in the

Assiniboine River Valley System, forty-three kilometres from Brandon, Manitoba.

According to the Indian and Northem Affairs website (Registered Population Sioux

Valley), as of November, 2008, the population of sioux valley was 2,28i with i,409 on

reserve and 883 offreserve.



Sioux Valley was created by the Canadian government on April Z7'h IBj4.

Initially, it was called Oak River and it covered an area of 9314 acres (Laviolette i991).

The first nominal chief was Wambdiska or White Eagle, but the thirty families that

settled on the reserve in the fall of 1874 were led by Chief Dowan (Laviolette: 243). At

first, they stayed in Sioux Valley only during the summer months to prepare their crops.

They spent the winter months in the Portage La Prairie region. Early on, community

members were mainly farmers and were quite successful. Laviolette (244) states, "The

Dakota experimented in crop practices, upgraded their housing and bettered their iiving

conditions. No one starved nor went bankrupt." However, by the late 1880s to 1890s,

many had stopped farming due to the actions of the Indian agents and this led to poor

living conditions within the community. It also led to divisions within the community.

Laviolette (246) states, "Indian Affairs discouraged large-scale farming and the use of

labour-saving machinery." By 1910, farming was no longer practiced by the majority of

the population and so contmunity members were involved in many different occupations.

Laviolette (245) states, "The Dakotas adopted a more diversified economy. One in ten

families accounted for one half of the agricultural production. The others ranged from

marginaily viable commercial to mere subsistence farming. Many worked for the larger

reserve farmers and for settlers off the reserve. Some were blacksmiths, freighters, hide

tanners, manufacturers of small agricuitural implements. Others made house furniture and

were construction workers, especially for the railroad. Many trapped, hunted, gathered

firewood and sawed logs."

Nowadays, Sioux Valley is one of nine communities belonging to the Dakota

ojibway Tribal Council (DOTC) and with DOTC's aid; they are in rhe process of



implementing self-government. According to DOTC's website (http:i/www.dotc.mb.ca./:

2008)its mission is:

To.fLtcilitate the det'elopntent oJ'Reserve Grn,errlÍnent ot tlte pace tlecided

upon b¡, each ntember Reserve; b), nnking sure tlrcre is total participtttion.

in clirection of obtaining adequate fimds in accordance to the needs of

actit¡ities ro ilxe commmtities; provi.ding a vehicle hy which the

communiîies ass¡,st each olher irt aII a.s¡tecls o.f Reserve develolnnent;

a,ssi,stirzg in tlrc creution oJ-a method o.f operarion acce¡ttctble to the

nrcmbers r$ the Tribal Cowrcil wlúch is cottsistent v,ith the respctnsibilit"t

and obli.gations oJ'th.e Governmettt oJ'Canada. (Dttkota Ojíbtua1, Tribul

Council)

Agriculture is still practiced by some community members; however, Sioux

Valley does not have the same successful economic/business activities enjoyed by many

non-Aboriginal communities nearby. The only restaurant closed almost two years ago

and the community has not always supported a local grocery store, even though its

population base should be able to support one of reasonable size.

Curently, the community has a grocery store as well as a gas barlconvenience

store. It also offers a band-controlled gaming centre and heaith centre. Recentiy, the K-8

school expanded to aK-IZ school, thus moving the high schooi back to the community.

Prior to this, high school students were being transported to Brandon. Since the high

schooi moved back to the community, the number of students receiving high school

diplomas has increased. The school also offers a Head Start Program for children prior to

their entering kindergarten.

Unemployment rates are higher in Sioux Valley when compared to Manitoba as a

whole. In the May 200i census, Sioux Valley had 4I7o of its adult population employed,



while the Manitoban rate was 63Vo. While unemployment is higher than the provincial

average, there are many people within the community that are involved in the unpaid

labour force (Statistics Canada, 2008).

Sioux Valley may not enjoy the same economic success as some of the small non-

Aboriginal communities nearby; however, Sioux Valley still has many strengths. My

preliminary impression is that one such strength is the regular acts of generosity that take

place within the community. I believe that this generosity has helped maintain and build

strong relationships and may serve, in the future, to help make Sioux Valley an even

stronger and better community to live in.



Chapter 2:Literature Review: Giving and Generosity

This section will explore mainstream approaches on giving as well as highlighting

some culturai applications of giving. I will aiso discuss the use of different terminologies

for giving and cefain ideas that are prevalent in most approaches, including the idea of

the pure gift, kinship, and obligation. I wili start with an examination of the different

terms used to describe giving. Past approaches will be explored first followed by present

approaches. Finally I will discuss how generosity fits into mainstream approaches.

Authors have used different terms to explain giving. The differences in

terminologies are often met with differences in theories. Mauss uses the French term

prestation to describe gift giving. According to Collins prestation indicates a benefit or

service (The Collins Pocket Reference French Dictionary 1991: i61). Mauss describes

what actions are included in gift giving in these eariy societies. Mauss (1954:3) states,

"...what they exchange is not exclusiveiy goods and wealth, real and personal property,

and things of economic value. They exchange rather courtesies, entertainments, ritual,

military assistance, women, children, dances, and feasts; and fairs in which the market is

but one element and the circulation of wealth but one part of a wide and enduring

contract."

In past cultures, gift giving was all encompassing and the basis for everything. In

The Gift, Mauss discusses gift giving in "archaic" societies. Mauss based his theories on

areas within Polynesia, Meianesia, and North West America (Mauss, 2). Within these

societies, he discusses gift givin g as "total social phenomena" because giving is

intertwined with all aspects of life. Mauss states, "For in these "early" societies, social

phenomena are not discrete; each phenomena contains all the threads of which the social



fabric is composed. In these total socialphenomena, as we propose to call them, all kinds

of institutions find simultaneous expression: reiigious, legal, moral, and economic

(Mauss, 1)."

Sahlins utilizes pooling and reciprocity. Sahlins (1972:188) states, "pooling is a

within relation, the collective action of a group. Reciprocity is a between relation, the

action and reaction of two parties." Pooling leads to increased solidarity or, as Sahlins

(190) writes, "...chiefly pooling generates the spirit of unity and centricity, codifies the

structures, and stipulates the centralized organization of social order and social action.,'

Reciprocity may help develop or maintain social relations depending on the type that is

taken. Sahlins (183) states, "...every exchange, as it embodies some coefficient of

sociability, cannot be understood in its materiai terms apart from its social terms.,'

Sahlins (186) goes on to state, "Yet the connection between material flow and social

relations is reciprocal. A specific social relation may constrain a given movement of

goods, but a specific transaction - "by the same token" - suggests a particular social

relation. If friends make gifts, gifts make friends." Sahlins places reciprocity within a

continuum based on "sidedness" of exchange. On the two ends are generalized and

negative reciprocity, while balanced reciprocity represents the midpoint of the continuum

(193).- Sahlins (194) states, "Generalized reciprocity refers to transactions that are

putatively altruistic, transactions on the line of assistance given, and if possible and

necessary, assistance retumed". Sahlins places both the pure gift and generosity within

generalized reciprocity. Within generalized reciprocity, much time can pass before a

return gift is given and, in some cases, a return gift does not have to occur. Sahlins (194)

argues that, in generalized reciprocity, "The material side of the transaction is repressed

10



by the social: reckoning ofdebts outstanding cannot be overt and is typically left out of

account." He considers that this will occur when the receiver of the gift does not have

much to give and usually only occurs between close kin.

Negative Reciprocity is an extreme form and is about getting as much as one can

while giving as iittle as possible. According to Sahlins this form of reciprocity is the most

impersonal and most economic (195), and he (190) states, "The participants confront

each other as opposed interests, each looking to maximizeutllity at the other's expense."

Negative Reciprocity is the opposite of generosity as the people invoived in this form of

reciprocity are looking out for themselves at the cost of the other person (or people)

involved.

Sahlins (194) defines balanced reciprocity as, "direct exchange" and he (Sahlins,

195) states, "the material side of the transaction is at least as critical as the social: there is

more or less precise reckoning, as the things given must be covered within some short

term." So balanced reciprocity focuses on both the give and the take and there are

consequences when both do not occur. Sahlins (195) states, "So the pragmatic test of

balanced reciprocity becomes an inability to tolerate one-way flows; the relations

between people are disrupted by a failure to reciprocate within limited time and

equivalence leeways."

Like Sahlins, Gouldner also uses the term reciprocity. His use of the term

reciprocity demonstrates his belief that giving is a two way process even though he

acknowledges giving something for nothing does occur. Again, like Sahlins, Gouldner

places reciprocity on a continuum, but his differs greatly from Sahlins'. While both

continua seem to be based on what is given versus what is received, Sahlins' model is

11.



also related to kinship distance; as well his continuum is based on the giver or in some

cases the receiver's interests. Gouldner's model is strictly based on a "quantitative

variable" (Gouidner 1973: 232). At the one extreme of Gouldner's continuum is equal

reciprocity, where the amount that is given is also received. What is given and received

tend to be similar in shape and size and may be the same thing. Located next to this are

situations where there is some discrepancy between the amount given and received.

Finally, on the other extreme, are situations in which what is given or received by one

differs greatly from what is given or received from another. This form of reciprocity most

closely resembles the norm of beneficence whereas the more equal forms of giving and

receiving are part of the norm of reciprocity.

Gouldner discusses the norm of reciprocity and the norm of beneficence. The

norm of reciprocity is that people help those who help them and those who have been

helped have an obligation. This creates a system of obligation and a social system. The

norm of beneficence is giving something for nothing. Gouldner equates it to giving out of

goodness and forms of it include charity, indulgences and hospitality.

Gouldner (277) states, "There is no gift that brings a higher return than the free

gift, the gift given with no strings attached. For that which is truly given freely moves

men deeply and makes them most indebted to their benefactors. In the end, if it is

reciprocity that holds the mundane world together, it is beneficence that transcends this

world and can make men weep the tears of reconciliation." The norm of beneficence

would be similar to Malinowski's and Sahlins' ideas of the pure gift and, while Gouldner

believes the norm of beneficence does exist, he argues that a gift is often retumed even if

not right away and, once a return gift occurs, the norm of reciprocity is reinstated.

12



Gouldner discusses how the norm of beneficence and the norm of reciprocity interact

together.

Beneficence turns into reciprocity through the passing of time or because, while

the receiver may not be obligated to give, they may still chose to do so. Time may play

an impofant role of changing an act of beneficence into reciprocity. While a gift may

have been given without any obligation to reciprocate at alater point, the initial receiver

of the gift may give back to the initial giver, perhaps because the initial giver now has a

need or because the initial receiver feels an obligation to do so. Gouldner also discusses

that, while there may be no obligation to give back, there may be other obligations

attached to the gift. Gouldner (276) states, "As the 'cliché' puts it: 'You should not bite

the hand that feeds you.' The duty of beneficence may, therefore, entail reciprocal rights

offorbearance and gratitude and here, again, there is still a reciprocity even in charity."

Reciprocity and beneficence help create and/or maintain ties between people.

Malinowski was the first to theorize the existence of the pure gift. Sahlins

acknowledges the pure gift within the sub category of generalized reciprocity. Sahlins

(191) states, "At one end of the spectrum stands the assistance freely given, the small

culrency of everyday kinship, friendship, and neighbouriy relations, the "pure gift"

Maiinowski called it, regarding which an open stipulation of return would be unthinkable

and unsociable."

Not all authors, such as Mauss and Komter, acknowledge the pure gift's

existence; however, Mauss examined giving between groups or the obligation of chiefs to

give to maintain their status within the group and with other chiefs. The pure gift is

normally related to close kin.
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Most authors discuss how the nature of giving is related to the degree of closeness

of the relationship between the giver and the receiver and it is usually based on kinship

distance. According to Sahlins, kinship distance is key to determining the type of

reciprocity found in different situations. Sahlins states, "It foliows that close kin tend to

share, to enter into generalized exchanges, and distant and nonkin to deal in equivalents

or in guile. Equivalence becomes compulsory in proportion to kinship distance lest

reiations break off entirely, for with distance there can be tittle tolerance of gain and loss

even as there is iittle inclination to extend oneself."

Studying kinship distance is more complex then it fîrst appears. Sahlins (197)

states, "It may be organized in several ways, and what is "close" in one of these ways

need not be so in another." The idea of kin versus nonkin has changed through time.

According to Sahlins, the idea of nonkin is less negative in modern society than it is/was

in eariier or less developed societies. He (I97) states, "But for them, "nonkin" connotes

the negation of community (or tribalism); often it is the synonym for "enemy" or

o'stranger".

Aafke Komter and'Wilma Vollebergh examined the impofance of giving among

family and friends in modern western society. Komter and Voliebergh (1997: 756) state,

"In our western and individualized society, gift giving within primary family

relationships appears to still play an important role." However, Komter and Voilebergh

(756) argue that feelings of obligation dominate giving to family while affection is a

coÍrmon reason for giving to friends. In their article Gift Giving and the Emotional

Significance of Family and Friends. Komter and Vollebergh found that the importance of

friends, in some instances, has taken over from families. Komter and Voliebergh (756)

14



state, "Giving to friends is most coûrmon among those who can afford to withdraw from

the obligations and dependencies inherent in family relationships: those who are highly

educated, non religious, and not (yet) obiigated to marital ties."

There are many potential reasons for giving including obligation, power, and

gratitude. This section will examine how these three motives have been discussed

traditionally in the literature. Obligation can derive from economic or moral forces.

Mauss discusses economic obligation in terms of giving between two groups/tribes and as

the obligation of chiefs to give. Moral obligation often stems from culturai beiiefs or

values and is usually linked to kin obligations.

Obligation is a primary reason for giving. Although it is often seen as voluntary

by the peopie giving or receiving, Mauss (1) argues that, in reality, gift giving is an

obligation stating, "The form usualiy taken is that of the gift generously offered; but the

accompanying behaviour is formal pretence and social deception, while the transaction

itself is based on obligation and economic self-interest." Mauss' interpretation of giving

is economic. Mauss (2) states, "We describe their forms of contract and exchange. It has

been suggested that these societies lack the economic market, but this is not true; for the

market is a human phenomenon which we believe to be familiar to every known society."

Mauss views giving and receiving as parts of a contract.

Gift giving is often examined through an economic lens. Evidence of this is the

common use of the term gift exchange to describe giving. The term exchange is used

because it is believed that an initial gift is almost always countered with a return gift.

Mauss believes no gift is given voluntarily and that there is always a countergift. The

countergift may not be given right away, but will be given at some point. The length of

15



time between the original gift and the counter gift depends on the strength of the

relationship. Usually the closer the relationship, the longer the time may be between the

gift and the countergift. However the word exchange, itself, implies an economic

viewpoint. Aiso within the gift giving literature, a "winner" is chosen within the

exchange. The winner becomes the person who profited from this-either the person who

gave more or the person who was able to make the other more indebted to them. The

"profit" becomes the focus and any social or feel good reasons for the gift(s) are lost.

With the focus on economics, gift giving becomes more about a power struggle to gain

the most prestige and to make the other person feel indebted.

Mauss studied societies that had extensive gift giving systems in four

geographical regions, with three of the four areas partaking in the potlatch. Mauss

examined giving by and between chiefs in order to maintain their social position. Mauss

(5) considered the potlatch the most agonistic or most exaggerated form of giving,

stating, "But the agonistic character of the prestation is pronounced. Essentially usurious

and extravagant, it is above all a struggle among nobles to determine their position in the

hierarchy to the ultimate benefit, if they are successful, of their own clans."

Sahlins disagrees with Mauss that the only thing preventing war between groups

is gift giving. Sahlins (170) states, "Except for the honour accorded to generosity the

gift is no sacrifice of equaiity and never of liberty. The groups allied by exchange each

retain their strength, if not the inclination to use it." Giving may be used to create and

build allies, but that does not mean that individuals and groups have less power or choice.

The gift builds solidarity between individuals and groups making war/fighting less likely,

but does not guarantee it.
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The moral obligation of giving can help create, build or maintain social

relationships. It may also act as a way to prevent the accumulation of wealth while, at the

sarne, ensuring that everyone has something. Finally, moral obligation can build identity

which also increases solidarity.

Moral obiigation has been cited as a reason for sharing in some groups. As in the

case of theHadza, it may be considered morally wrong to accumulate wealth. Alan

Barnard and James Woodburn studied the Hadza in Africa. Alan Barnard and James

Woodburn (1988: 16) state, "The strong social assertion that it is morally unacceptable to

accumulate personal property, is in the Hadza case, at least, highly effective in dispersing

such property widely through the community." Barnard and Woodburn (16) argue that

the moral obligation to share food "...greatly reduces the possibility of using property

socially, of using it carefully to build ties, to meet obligations and commitments, to pay

debts. Since it has to be disposed of quickly, it is not easy to plan its use." The use of

moral obligation as a reason for sharing also prevents people from gaining status through

sharing. "People who obtain more food than they can immediately consume are obliged

to share it, to give it to other people and to do so without making the recipients indebted

to them or dependent on them (Barnard and Woodburn;2I)." Individuals are unable to

take advantage from their sharing and they are not allowed to accumulate wealth,

therefore equaiity is maintained. Cultural obligations may dictate that no one go without.

Richard Lee labels this primitive communism.

Richard Lee focuses on giving as a form of primitive communism. Lee

acknowledges that the term communism is loaded; however, he feeis it is the best (most

straightforward) term to describe what he is discussing. Lee (1988: 258) argues that,
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although Sahlins does not use the term primitive communism, his "generalized

reciprocity" is describing a very similar concept. Lees (267) states,

A useful way of looking at primitive communísm is to visualize a ceiling of

accumulation of goods above which nobody can rise, with the corollary

that there is also afloor below which one cannot sink. The ceilíng and

floor are díalectically connected; you cannot have one without the other.

If there is food in the camp, everybody in the camp is going to get some of
ít. The fact is that the obligation to share food and the taboo against

hoarding is no less strong and no less ubiquitous in the primitive world

than the far more famous taboo against incest. But unlike the íncest taboo

which persists to the present, the hoarding taboo became a casualty of

social evolution.

A main part of primitive communism is that no person with in a group should go

without. Lee (263) describes this as the "community safety net." The community safety

net works in accordance with the Law of hospitaiity, which is "the obligation of offering

hospitaiity to visitors..." According to Lee, in these societies, sharing is undertaken in a

way that does not allow for people to become arrogant from sharing. Lee (266) states, "It

is produced by positive injunction against accumulation or against inequality." Modesty

is essential when sharing. Humour is used to keep people modest. This levelling device

operates on the plane ofideology to reinforce the central values; but it also operates on

the very concrete plane of redistributing all the goods that are availabie (Lee:267)."

For the Batek people of Malaysia, the moral obligation for families to share with

other families sen¿es to unite the group (Endicott 1988: 112). Endicott goes on to explain

how this system worked when the Batek foliowed more of a hunter and gatheret system,

but now that they have become peasant farmers, this type of sharing is no longer
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beneficial. Endicott (127) states, "Yet giving up that set of ideas and practices would be

psychologically very difficuit for them to do, as the obligation to share food is one of the

fundamental components of Batek seif-identity and one of the main bonds that link Batek

families together as a society."

Fred Myers links the moral obligation to share with identity. Myers (1988: 58),

discussing the Australian Pintupi's practice of sharing meat, states, "Rather, such

exchange provides a moral basis for continued and ongoing co-residence and cooperation

among members of a band. It constitutes a moment in the reproduction of the shared

identity (people who 'heip each other') that is the foundation of band organization." The

Pintupi's ability to part with replaceable things is the basis for their shared identity

(Myers:73).

The lKung in Africa give through the system of hxaro, which has the effect of

building symmetrical relationships (Barnard and Woodburn: 22). This system is loosely

based around kin and is not poiitically charged. It does not increase the status or prestige

of the participants rather it builds relationships (Barnard and Woodburn: 23). "Each

individual develops bonds with many others of both sexes and such bonds are all of the

same sort-simple, voluntary, non-competitive, symmetrical, contractuai ties in which

the giving of gifts opens the way for visiting and hospitality" (Barnard and Woodburn:

22-23).

In her book Social Solidarity and the Gíft, Komter (2005: 123) discusses a

modern perspective on giving in mainstream society, focusing on three forms of giving,

which are giving money, giving time, and giving care or help. Komter discusses the gift

of money in the form of charity, the gift of time as volunteering, and the gift of care as
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"help with personal or household care" (Komter: 129). These forms of giving may or

may not be personal and generous. For example, personal and generous dimensions of

these acts are muted when they are motivated by personal gain or self-interest.

In conclusion, much has been written about giving. Often analysis occurs of

groups or societies that are deemed to be primitive or archaic, as giving in these groups

tends to be all encompassing or "total socíal phenomena" as coined by Mauss.

Generosity is a contested idea within the literature. Mauss has little place for this type of

giving as he insists all forms of giving are obligatory and a return gift is always required.

Sahlins and Gouldner both agree that generosity can exist. Gouldner argues that while the

initial gift may be out of generosity a return is usually made which sets up a cycle of

exchange. Sahlins argues that generosity occurs most often between kin, while Komter

argues that friends have taken over the role of kin in some demographics in'Western

society. Komter offers a more contemporary analysis of giving. She focuses on modern

day giving in Western society and how giving affects solidarity.

Obligation is seen as an important motive for giving. Mauss' views of obligation

stem from his idea of giving. He sees giving as fulfillment of a contract. Barnard and

Woodburn discuss obligation as a moral obligation. They studied the Hadza whose

sharing of food meant that nobody went without. Ensuring that all community members'

needs are being met is part of Lee's primitive communism and his idea of the

"community safety net." Moral obligation also serves to unite people as giving becomes

part of a group's identity.
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Generosity

In the section above, generosity was discussed as an aspect of giving and

reciprocity. Generosity was seen as a "pure gift" or thought not to exist. That discussion

was based on sociological and anthropological theory while this next section will look at

other sources such as Dakota and Lakota authors, other Aboriginal sources,

ethnographies of the Dakota, as well as religious perspectives. These sources present

generosity in an alternative way, not as one small part of giving, but rather as a way of

1ife.

Generosity, as a complex cultural practice, is difficult to define. Vardey and

Dalla Costa discuss how generosity is not just a single action rather it is an attitude and a

mode of being (2007:78). Brendtro et al (2002:58) state, "Giving was not confined to

property, but rather permeated all aspects of Native culture." It is difficult to define

generosity as it can take many forms and, if practiced properly, influences all parts of life,

including how one interacts with others. Generosity overlaps giving, but takes a step

further. A quick distinction between giving and generosity is that giving may or may not

be done generously. What makes it generous is how something is given. The motivation

for generosity must have the interests of the receiver in mind (what the other's needs are)

and must involve some kind of sacrifice from the giver. Along with this, there needs to

be some degree of personal involvement from the giver. The gift (whatever this may be,

it does not have to be a material item) must mean something to the giver. Brokenleg

(1999:66) supports this by stating "Of course, reai giving entails sacrifîce - if it doesn't

cost you something, it is not generosity. Thus, if I were to give away the necktie that
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Aunt Mildred gave me last Christmas - the one that I was never going to wear in public -
it would not be generosity, it would be recycling!"

With respect to the spiritual foundation of generosity, the Lakota trace their

generosity to the Creator. Joseph Marshall trI explains the origin of generosity from a

Lakota perspective. Marshall (2001;191) states, "Obviously, our livelihood was derived

directly from the Earth, in keeping with her promise. Because she was so generous with

us, we had to demonstrate the same generosity in our relationship with all living things.

The Earth shared with us and taught us to share." I have used Lakota sources as evidence

of Dakota generosity as these two groups are part of one large group. The main difference

between the Lakota and the Dakota is geography and dialect. The Lakota were focused

on the plains and the Dakota in the woodlands. De Mallie (7982:27 as quoted by Wheian

1993:248), states, "... there is no indication that the culture or a social organization of the

[Dakota] was substantially different from the [Lakota] at the time of contact."

The main focus of Elmer Ghostkeeper's book Spirit Giving is people,s

relationship with the surrounding environment. Ghostkeeper discusses giving from a

Métis perspective . He (2007:78) states, "Our creator also created land as a gift, referred

to as Mother Earth. Plants, people and other animals were also viewed as gifts because

they were part of the iand. Relationships between the people and the other gifts were

characterized by spiritual exchanges which continually renew the body, mind, emotion,

and spirit." Ghostkeeper's view of giving and why one should give seems to parallel

Marshall's view of why one should be generous.

In my opinion, generosity occurs in both informal and formal settings. Informal

generosity can be found throughout everyday life. Generosity is not just giving gifts, but
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includes any forms of giving. It can include being patient, listening, sharing a joke or

smiie, allowing others the opportunity to be generous. Generosity can be aimost anything

including material items, time, and forgiveness. For the Lakota, formal settings of

generosity occur at special occasions often in remembrance of someone or to honour

someone. An example of formal generosity inciudes the giveaway. Marshall (192)

defines the giveaway as, "It is simply that; stuff is given away in celebration, in

observance, or in memoriam." Marshall (193) goes on to explain the giveaway as, "It is a

mechanism for sharing. The giving of material gifts symbolizes the giving away, the

sharing ofjoy, honor, or soffow. When the gift is accepted, the recipient also accepts the

joy, the honor, or the burden of sorrow." Giveaways are still practiced at funerals,

powwows, memorials and for many other occasions.

The importance of generosity in Aboriginal culture and more specifically in

Dakota culture is widely acknowledged both in past and present sources. According to

Brendtro et al (57), generosity and unselfishness are considered to be "the highest virtues

in Native culture." Hassrick considers generosity to be one of four virtues within Dakota

society. The other three virtues are bravery, fortitude, and wisdom (Hassrick: 1964).

Hassrick (36) states, "Generosity was a virtue upon which the Sioux society insisted. To

accumulate property for its own sake was disgraceful, while to be unable to acquire

wealth was merely pitiable. The ownership of things was important only as a means to

giving, and blessed was the man who had much to give." Mary Whelan (252) also agrees

with this stating, "Generosity was highly regarded and earned an individual prestige." In

Dakota society those that are generous gain respect and prestige within the community.

Those who were not able to give were pitied (Brendtro et aI: 57).
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Dakota sources are useful as evidence of generosity's importance to the Dakota.

When one understands generosity as a way of life, ethnographies on the Dakota become

more interesting and sometimes the observations made make more sense. Ethnographies

also showcase differences between the two groups of people: the Dakota, and the fur

traders and settlers. While racism certainly played a role between these two groups,

another source of misunderstandings was that these two groups operated under different

systems.

Before I examine Dakota sources, it is important to first discuss kinship among

the Dakota. "Kinship relationships not only depended on biological ties of blood but were

established and maintained through exchanges of many kinds (e.g., goods, labor,

intermarriage, protection and warfare or revenge aid). Adoption, both formal (through the

hunka ceremony) and metaphoric (as exemplified by the use of kin terms when dealing

with American government officiais), was widespread and allowed the Dakota to

incorporate potential enemies into tribal life" (Whelan:253).

Being considered Dakota affected how the Dakota traded and the Dakota

accepted many fur traders as their kin. The Dakota saw the fur trade as an extension of

their social obligations/relationships. Whelan (249) states, "Fur traders who established

exchange relations with the Dakota were simultaneously estabiishing kin ties with them

because exchange symbolized famiiy relationships for the Oceti Sakowin".To fur traders,

the relationship was economic and it was sometimes difficult for them to combine the

two systems. As an example, the traders' year end was March, which meant all accounts

needed to be paid up; however, it was often difficuit to collect. Discussing the Dakota,
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Whelan (257) expluns the reason for this, "Their view of the relationship was that it was

a kinship situation where the rules of reciprocity and long-term indebtedness applied."

Samuel Pond, a missionary from Washington, Connecticut, lived with and studied

the Dakota from 1834 on for nearly twenty years. His goal was "to develop an objective

assessment of the Dakota before their intercourse with Whites dramatically changed their

society" (Pond 1986: xi). In his book, The Dakota or Sioux in Minnesota as they were in

1834, Pond is puzzled by how the Dakota place values on items. Pond (169) states, "The

Dakotas exchanged articles of property to a considerable extent among themselves, but

this differed in some respects from trade as it is carried on by white people. All trade

among them consisted in the exchange of goods, but nothing had a fixed value, and in

bartering they did not always have regard to the relative value of the goods exchanged."

What Pond fails to recognize is the culture of generosity. From a western perspective

trade between two Dakota people did not make sense; however, from a Dakota

perspective of generosity, it can easily be explained. Trade between kin was not done for

profit, rather it was recognizing what each other needed and exchanging for this reason.

Relationships were estabiished and maintained through exchange (Whelan, 253).

The social implications of giving are very important. By their very nature, both

giving and generosity have positive effects on social relationships. Gift giving is

considered to be a foundation of human society as it takes place in every society. It is the

moral cement. By generosity's very nature, it has more positive social implications than

negative; however, the negative will also be discussed.

I use the terms giving and generosity separately. As I will document, if giving and

generosity are carried out positiveiy, both will have the same positive implications in that
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they can both create and maintain social ties. However, the negative implications of

giving and generosity have similarities, but differ. For exampie, a gift that is given with

negative intentions is still giving; however, it cannot be considered generosity. By

definition, any gift given maliciously or not with the purest intentions can no longer be

considered generous.

There is no denying the importance of gift giving in buitding social relationships.

Frow (1997: 124) states, "Gifts are precisely not objects at all, but transactions and social

relations. According to Komter and Vollebergh (747), "Gift Giving is the cement of

social relationships." All authors acknowledge giving or being generous in creating and

maintaining relationships and solidarity. This view is true in all societies. The

importance/truth of this statement is supported by Mary Douglas. She (1990: vii) states,

"A gift that does nothing to enhance solidarity is a contradiction."

While all authors recognize the importance of giving socially, very few actually

discuss why. In this section, I discuss reasons why giving and being generous strengthen

social relationships. Gratitude and recognition of the other will be discussed as two ways

that help giver and receiver bond. Also to be discussed are some of the effects of giving

that help create or maintain social bonds such as forming potential allies and creating

hope andjoy.

Giving and generosity can lead to increased solidarity. Komter (2) states, "Giving

gifts is an act that creates and maintains social ties by making people feel mutually

obliged to give in return. Similarly, social solidarity is regarded as the glue that keeps

people together, whether by mutually identifying and sharing certain norrns and values or
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by contributing to some coÍìmon good or both." This feeling of obligation (may) stem(s)

from feeiings of gratitude.

Gratitude is discussed in the literature both on giving and on generosity. Often

this feeiing of gratitude is considered to be what forms the bond or creates the

relationship between the giver and the receiver. Komter discusses the importance of

gratitude. She (57) claims gatitude is part of the chain of reciprocity and is essential in

creating social cohesion. Komter (57) states, "Gratitude is the motive that moves us to

give in return and, as such, it has "survival value": it is sustaining a cycle of gift and

countergift and is thereby essential in creating social cohesion and community." Simmel

(1964: 394-395) states, "Gratitude is peculiarly irredeemable. It maintains its claim even

after an equal or greater return gift has been made, and it may, in fact, claim both parties

to the relation, the first and the second giver (a possibility which is indirectly due,

perhaps, to that freedom of the initial gift which is missing in the return gift with only it

moral necessity)."

In their book Being Generous, Vardey and Dalla Costa discuss the importance of

being a generous recipient. One of the most important ways a recipient can be generous is

to allow someone the opportunity to be generous (Vardey and Dalla Costa: 181and 185)

and to show gratitude. Vardey and Dalia Costa (66) argue that "I'm sorry" and "Thank

you" are the four most important words and that by saying these words they can either

heal or uplift; "When gratitude is received you feel recognized at another level of your

being" (67). They (66) state, "Offering gratitude recognizes the effusive spirit inherent

not only in generosity but in life itself." vardey and Dalla costa (67-68) state,

"Withholding-or forgetting-thanks contributes something much graver. Instead of
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regenerating giver and receiver, it destroys the sacredness of the act itself; instead of

giving and celebrating life, it dismisses and degenerates, exacerbating isolation and

withering love."

With respect to recognition of the other, Komter (35) states, "Gifts mirror

ourselves, but they reflect the identity of the recipient as well because the gift symbolizes

the way we perceive the recipient. In the act of gift giving the giver pays respect to the

person of the recipient and affirms his personal identity. To the recipient the gift

symbolizes that he or she is recognized as a person having a special value to the giver.

Feelings of moral obligation and gratitude on the part of the recipient will be the result,

making him offer a return gift." It is important to think of the other (the receiver of the

gift) when giving. The gift shows the receiver of the gift that they are valued and makes

them feel obligated to give back. The receiver now becomes the giver and once again the

gift shows the new receiver their worth and it creates a cycle of giving. Because the gift

shows the receiver they have value and they are appreciated, it contributes to creating

solidarity. Komter (191) states, "Reciprocal recognition of other human beings, of their

general human worth as well as of their individual person and identity, seems also to be

the moral basis for solidarity, even though this is not stated explicitly in theories on

solidarity." Vardey and Dalla Costa, who focus on generosity versus giving, discuss

recognition of the other in terms of a "relational commitment" (Vardey and Dalla Costa:

89). Arguing that to be generous one must act with the other in mind, they (Vardey and

Dalla Costa: 121) state that, "The test of true generosity is whether one becomes ínvolved

in relationship and pays whatever it costs in focusing on the other to do that."
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Other than solidarity, generosity and giving have many positive outcomes.

Komter discusses the benefits of giving, which include the creation of identity and the

creation of friends. The effects of generosity are aimost unlimited. Vardey and Dalla

Costa discuss many positive consequences of generosity in their book Being Generous.

Generosity can provide change and opportunity, it can bring about forgiveness and it can

provide hope (Vardey and Dalla Costa).

While acknowledging the positive, it is important to realíze that much has been

written about the negative side to giving, such as the trading of women as objects or the

exploitation of giving to gain power. Komter focuses on the negative side of giving in her

book Social Solidarity and the Gift.Whlle gift giving often brings people together, it can

also exclude people. Komter (136) examines how people with lower socio-economic

status tend to be left out of the gift exchange. One has to be able to afford to give before

one is able to receive. While the gift can send a positive message creating or maintaining

friendship, it can also send a negative message. Komter (31) states, "Humiliating gifts

may degrade the recipient and destroy his or her expectations of community or equality."

Thus, although the focus of my project is on the positive nature of giving and, in

particular, the positive nature of generosity, it is important to understand that gift giving

can be abused

In summary, while I have chosen to use the term generosity as it has specific

implications within Dakota culture, it is not commonly used within the academic arena.

Related terms that are found within academia include gift giving, reciprocity, and

sharing, though the complete list is much longer. For the most part, I have used these

terms interchangeably unless a term has been used or defined by a specific author. It is
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my belief that the term generosity when applied to a Dakota context will also be found to

have a slightly different meaning.

Much of the literature focuses on non-western societies, in particular, hunting and

gathering societies, though some iiterature does look at modern western societies. In

many of these hunting and gathering societies, the gift had many functions and was

usually given out moral obiigation. Food sharing, a conìmon practice, ensured that all the

members of a group ate. Giving also contributed to a sense of cohesion and was part of a

group's identity. Komter ties the notions of gift giving with notions of solidarity within a

modern context, discussing the many reason for the changing of solidarity in modern

western societies. One example is globalization and the weakening of famiiy ties. While

these same factors may be found in Aboriginal communities, I would argue that the

importance of generosity is stiii ever present in such places and occurs in a way that is

unique to them. At the same time, the findings from the studies of hunters and gatherers

have limited relevance to a modern Aboriginal community. When working in an

Aboriginal community, it is important to follow a methodology that is respectfui to the

community. In Chapter Three, I discuss the methods employed in my research.
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Chapter 3: An Aboriginal Epistemology and Methodology

This chapter will discuss what an Aboriginal epistemology is and what

responsibilities are included in using such an approach. An Aboriginal epistemology

recognizes the diversity of Aboriginal people and is flexible enough to include many

types of studies. Marlene Brant Castellano (2000: 13) states, "knowledge valued in

Aboriginal societies derives from multiple sources, including traditional teachings,

empirical observation, and revelation...Aboriginal knowledge is said to be personal, oral,

experiential, holistic, and conveyed in narrative or metaphorical ianguage." It is

important to employ an Aboriginal epistemology when working with Aboriginal

communities, but also to recognize that it comes with certain responsibilities inciuding

keeping community members informed. Trying to ensure that the research is somewhat

beneficial to the community is another responsibility of following an Aboriginal

epistemoiogy. The methods I chose correspond to an Aboriginal epistemology and they

include qualitative research, participant observation, critical ethnography, interviews and

the use of stories. Finally in this section, I will explore some of the issues that resulted

from being a community member at the same time as trying to conduct research that was

both ethical in the university domain and respectful in my own community.

Certain responsibilities result from conducting research within an Aboriginal

community. One such responsibility is that community members must be given the

opportunity to speak in a form conducive to them. It is no longer about an 'outsider'

interpreting what they observe. Rather, as Matin-Hill and Soucy (13) state, "They are the

intellectual investigators and contributors." In the case of my research, it is paramount to

keep in mind the culture and values of the Dakota people, as my research is grounded in
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an important cultural principle. As Brokenleg (66) suggests, "In many tribai cultures,

giving away possessions is part of an entire way of life-one that creates powerful social

bonds." I explore how generosity is viewed in this Dakota community and how they feel

it affects social relationships.

Another responsibility is that the research must give back to the community, as it

can not be done just for the sake of research. I plan to do this with the results of my work,

by providing the community with the knowledge that I have gathered. I will present the

Chief and Band Council with a copy of my thesis and, if they would like me to, I will

make a presentation of my work at a community meeting. Another potential benefit of

this project is that, since it focuses on a positive aspect of the community and does not

perpetuate corlmon stereotypes, it may open a new window for discussion. This idea is

part of critical ethnography and the best way to accomplish this is through strength-based

research.

Strength research originates with the theory of appreciative inquiry. Appreciative

inquiry is the idea that, through the process of asking positive questions, we can generate

positive directions for the future. This idea was first introduced by David L. Cooperrider

and Surech Srivastva and became popular in the 1980s. Looking at the positive or at

strengths has become increasingly popular in Native Studies. Some recent works include

the project Understanding the Strengths of Indigenous Communities (USrc) (see Schmidt

et al:2006), Wanda Wuttunee's Living Rhythms (2004), and, Hidden In Plain Síght (D.

Newhouse et a1., editors: 2005). This direction of research does not try to say that

problems do not exist or that Aboriginal peopie do not desen¿e the same standard of

living and quality of iife that are enjoyed by other Canadians; rather, it is trying to
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provide Aboriginal people and other Canadians with information that goes beyond

stereotypes, as well as providing a basis for more positive change.

Research Methodology

Following an Aboriginal epistemology, my research was qualitative using critical

ethnography, participant observation and interviews. The use of stories played an

important role in developing a community perspective on generosity and how generosity

affects social relationships within the community. I discuss the interview process in

depth. When using an Aboriginal epistemology, it is important to follow the ethical

standards as dictated by the university, but it is also essentiai to follow and respect local

customs. V/hile the ethical expectations of the university are straightforward, applying

them is not always so simple in practice/reality; this notwithstanding, all of the

community members showed nothing but the greatest patience with me. Before

expanding on these experiences, I will discuss how my research is an example of critical

ethnography and what a qualitative approach is.

My research was qualitative as qualitative research more closely follows an

Aboriginal perspective. Gilchrist (1997:72) states, "Qualitative researchers expect

reciprocal influence to occut between themselves and the participants through the use of

open ended ptocesses." The other reason for choosing a qualitative approach was the

nature of my research question, as generosity is an existing value in the community and

its meaning is embedded with Dakota culture. Qualitative methods are less inclined to

allow generalizations and are more in favour of accessing depth and detail (Gilchrist: 73).
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An aim of this project was to have generosity discussed in away that showcased directly

how people within the community saw generosity versus the researcher's interpretation.

Critical ethnography is about being aware of other perspectives and the context in

which the researcher conducts his or her work. Simon and Dippo (1986: 201) state,

"Critical ethnographic work transforms this general procedure into a particular one by

supplying it with additional perspectives, principally historical and structural, that alter

the ethnographic project toward one which supports an emancipatory as well as a

hermeneutic concern." Simon and Dippo explain the importance of critical ethnography.

They (201) state, "f[ we want to avoid yet new forms of cultural imperialism, we will

have to redefine our work both in its substance and form." The effects of colonialism are

still found at Sioux Valley and negative attitudes towards Aboriginals are still very much

present in mainstream society. I have worked at many part time jobs, sat in many coffee

rooms, and listened to people regurgitating negative stereotypes and ignorance.

Generosity is important to Dakota people and has been in the past. Stories from

community members and previous ethnographies showcase the iong tradition of Dakota

people's being generous. My goai is that by focusing on generosity, which is still very

relevant in the community and that has such a long history, there may be a move towards

change.

The initial work on the project involved examination of the literature. I explored

literature both on giving and on generosity. Notions of giving and the related term

reciprocity were reviewed using anthropological and sociological sources. Giving and

generosity were also explored from a Dakota perspective. Ethnographies and other

authors' writing about the Dakota were useful tools in gleaning a Dakota perspective.
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Dakota and Lakota authors' concepts of generosity were also useful in developing a

literature review on generosity from a Dakota perspective. Participant observation also

played a role in developing this perspective on generosity.

Participant observation refers to a process oflearning through exposure or

involvement in the day-to-day routine activities of participants in the research setting

(Gilchrist, 91). Traditionally, this method called for near-total immersion; however, the

researcher was not to be a full participant in community life (Gilchrist, 91). Traditionally,

the observer was to be objective and neutral; however, this is not realistic as the observer

is very involved in the construction of reality. Observation is always filtered through the

researcher's interpretive frames, and it is shaped by formative theoretical frameworks and

scrupulous attention to detail. It is important for the researcher to look at every event and

to try to determine economic aspects, social relations, political relationships, and

symbolic exchanges. Quality of interpretation depends on observational, documentation

and interpretation skills of the observer and the opportunities he or she has for observing

(Reinharz 1992:32).

I am a community member of Sioux Valley. My grandmother was Dakota and her

beliefs had a profound influence on me as I grew up. I have never lived in Sioux Valley,

but I have been there many times. I and other family members have worked in the

community, and I have many relatives still living there. Although I did not participate or

observe community practices in greater depth during my research as part of participant

observation, a lifetime of growing up as Dakota and a lifetime connection to the

community has provided me with a greater perspective of generosity than a non-Dakota

person or someone not familiar with the community. It may be argued that I didn't
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partake in participant observation rather it was "observing participation." Discussing her

work with religious groups in Africa, Jules-Rosette refers to observing participation as "a

process of ...research as a ... potential insider" (Jules-Rosette i986: 131). She intimates

that it would be unlikely that an ethnographer could gain full membership in a foreign

culture, but that local researchers would have some degree of identity with the population

under study. Obviously, if a researcher is a member of the community, he or she would

have both means of access potentially not available to others and views of the participants

that might well be different from those of outsiders.

Interviews were important in the development and understanding of generosity

from a community perspective. Interviews provided community members an opportunity

to discuss topics, ideas, thoughts and memories in their own words (rather than the words

of the researcher) (Reinharz, 19). As generosity is an important practice within Sioux

Valley, it was important for community members to be able to explain it in their own

words. It also allowed an exchange to take place between cofiìmunity members and

myself. This idea parallels Reinharz, who sees interviews as an opportunity to encourage

free interaction between the researcher and the interviewer and aliows for clarification

and discussion (Reinharz, 18).

Some potential weaknesses or challenges of this methodology include first, a

question of representativeness given the small sample number of community members

interviewed. Ten community members were interviewed and while much information

was gathered it is inappropriate to make generulizations from this sample to the

community as a whole. I therefore have limited my observations and conclusions to

potential insights. Another potential weakness is interviewer bias. I have a preconceived
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notion of generosity as I am Dakota. My understanding of generosity influenced the

types of questions I asked and may have shaped the way in which I interpreted the

responses. Finally, more of a challenge than a weakness was the role of anxiety in some

of the interviews. Anxiety occurred in th¡ee instances. Schwartz and Schwartz discuss

the affect of anxiety in research and they (1955: 352) state, "Restrictions in focus that

anxiety occasions may lead him to select certain aspects of the situation as important and

to minimize, overlook, or be completely unaware of other aspects." Going over my

ethical requirements with individuals would sometimes cause the interviewee to become

anxious due to some terminologies such as risk and deception. My project looked at

generosity as a strength of the community. Usually interviews were very positive;

however, in the course of discussions often people discussed wakes or funerals and the

loss of a loved one. In a couple of situations, people did become emotional. Seeing the

interviewee upset or distressed caused me some anxiety and I tended to move to the next

question rather than press them.

Finally, I felt some anxiety asking participants one of the interview questions. It

had become apparent over the first few interviews that the question of misusing

generosity was perceived as somewhat nonsensical by the interviewees, and I started to

feei anxious asking it. These instances occurred in only some of my interviews, and the

discomfort was brief. Whiie I felt anxious asking interviewees about the misuse of

generosity, I felt the topic was important to explore and so the question was still asked

and I tried not to let my discomfort be known.

Despite these limitations, I chose to use in-depth, open-ended interviews which

fits with a qualitative approach. In this type of interview, questions are developed prior to
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the interview, but the responses are unlimited. Schensul et al (I2l) state, "Open-ended

refers to the fact that the interviewer is open to any and all relevant responses. There are

no correct answers, and the interviewee is not asked to select from a series of alternative

choices." I developed a set of questions prior to interviewing community members. This

set of questions acted as a guide in my interviews, but did not limit our conversations.

These questions concerned the practice of generosity within the community of Sioux

Valley and emphasized the social aspects of generosity. In all but two instances, my set

of questions became the framework for our discussions.

In one case where the questions were not followed, it was out of my respect for

the individual. I would consider him an elder in the community though he probably

would disagree. In this instance, he started the conversation and it would have been rude

to have directed the conversation too much. We still discussed his views of generosity

and how it affected the community, but he decided how it was to be discussed.

Interestingly, many of his comments and ideas regarding generosity paralleled how other

community members talked about generosity.

In the second instance, the individual's opinions regarding generosity somewhat

differed to the other community members and it was more important that his ideas or

understanding of generosity were more fully explored versus making him follow my lead.

Ten individuals (-1 in 100 aduits) were interviewed and assigned study

identifiers. Femaies were designated F1 if they belonged to the youngest group i.e. less

than 4Oyears of age (2 women in total: F1-01, F1-02), F2 if they were 40-59 years (2) or

F3, 60 years or older (3); there were 3 males (one M2 and two M3). Both males and

females were interviewed to explore the role gender plays in generosity. My aim was to
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interview the same number of females and males. I had attempted to interview more

males but for different reasons it was not possible. Interviews were conducted with

adults, although different age groups were interviewed. The women ranged in age from

late twenties to early thirties to early eighties while men ranged in age from late forties to

late seventies. Interviewing different generations did illustrate some changes through

time and cohort effects. Interviews were held with mainly on reserve community

members. Aithough three of the people interviewed do not live at Sioux Valley at ttris

time, they still have many connections to the community.

Most of the interviews were conducted individually. In one instance, a married

couple, both over sixty, were interviewed at the same time (later denoted as FM3). In two

instances, the person being interviewed had a family member present for some or all of

the interview. One of the people who chose to have a family member present was an

elderly woman whose niece was present during the interview as she was already visiting.

In the second instance, a mother was present for some of the interview while her daughter

was being interviewed. Again I think it was a matter of her already being there and being

interested in why I was there.

Participants were chosen based on recortmendations from other community

members. Recommendations were based on people who had knowledge about generosity.

Interviews iasted from forty minutes to over two hours. All interviews were digitally

recorded and transcribed; however, due to the university ethics policy, their whole form

will not be included as an appendix. For the most part, quotes from community members

will remain anonymous unless I have been given permission by that community member

to identify them.
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When quoting from interviews, I chose to omit stutters and repetitions that break

the flow of the quote, but I left in repetitions that strengthen the quote by making a point.

Grammatical errors were not corrected as they represent the person's voice. phrases in

Dakota were omitted as many community members would repeat the phrase in English,

but used Dakota initially to recount how they had been taught something in the past.

Stories were conìmonly told as a way to discuss generosity.

Narratives or stories are typical responses in Aboriginal communities. Guedon

who studied the Dene states, "stories were usuaily toid in response to a question of mine

or to a situation; they were also geared to my level of understanding and to the lesson I

was supposed to learn" (Schensul et al: 44) Stories can be used to explain any situation

and can be geared for any audience. "stories provide a larger context for coping with

particular events such as death, accident, or an unexpected happening, or for discussing

such topics as dying, puberty, or the conception of one's own life" (Guedon1994: 44-45)

It is important to realize that answers to interview questions may not be given in as

straightforward a manner as many texts might suggest.

Being Dakota and a member of Sioux Valley helped me in my research. By being

Dakota, I aiready have an understanding of generosity form a Dakota perspective. By

being a member of Sioux Valley, I already had some contacts in the community inciuding

relatives and family friends.

As I am a member of the community and still have many ties to the community, I

did not feel the same need to approach chief and council as I would have if I did not have

any connections. I did call chief and council prior to my starting my interviews

(unfortunately I did not get the name of the person I talked to). I also met with a member
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of council. I explained my project to him and my purpose for picking such a topic. As my

project is aimed at looking at something positive, he had no problems with my project.

Interviews were completely voluntary and I made sure that people were aware of

this when I first phoned them and again when I met them for the interview. To ensure

that I acted respectfully and followed community protocol, I talked to a family friend and

a respected community member about what was expected of me during interviews,

including did I need to bring something to interview a person. She told me to take

tobacco and to offer it to people prior to the interview. It did not need to be a whoie

pouch of tobacco, but I was to offer some. I followed her advice and brought tobacco to

everyone I interviewed; many people commented that that was the right thing to do.

After first contacting people, I would explain who I was or who some of my

relatives were in the community. I often talked to them about who my grandmother was

and who her sisters are. Explaining how I was connected within the community served as

a starting point with community members. Purposefully, I interviewed some family

members as they are part of the community and so represent a voice within the

community. As Sioux Valley is a small community and comprised of very few families, I

ended up interviewing more relatives than I had initialiy intended to. In Sioux Valley, if

you can trace back how you are reiated, you are considered to be kin, no matter how

distant the relationship.

All community members that I approached were very supportive of my project.

During the interviews, most community members made me feel very welcome and

treated me like a feliow community member and even family. I knew when I was

welcomed into their homes when they would joke with me. In one instance when I asked
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for directions to get to one individual's home, he responded, "I will shoot an arrow up

into the sky. Just look for it." I said, "Okay, I will look for the anow." He then said, "I

will even light it on fire to help you, so look for the smoke. " "okay,look for the

smoking affow," I responded. Finally he said, "I will attach a parachute to it so it wiil go

slower. So look for the smoking affow with the parachute attached to it and that is where

I live." At that point, he just laughed and told me how to get to his house.

I recognize that, in the past, research was on rather than with Indigenous people

and the results usually reiterated stereotypes. Smith (1999) discusses how many

indigenous groups are now wary of researchers. With this in mind, I chose to use

methods that reflect an Aboriginal epistemology. I purposefully chose a project that

focused on a strength of the community, a project that is positive. With this in mind, it

was easy to approach community members as I was focusing on a positive, something

already occurring in the community. Often I approached people who were considered

generous by others so it was easy to talk to people and be honest with them.

I found the process very positive; the only daunting part was going over the ethics

requirements with community members. At this point in the interview process, the

imbalance in power was unavoidable. The language for my ethics requirements was

based on suggestions by the ethics board itself, but while it was straightforward it was

definitely more formal than the rest of my interview. I would tell community members,

"No deception is used in my research and the risk involved in the interview will be no

greater than that found in everyday iife," and often at this time worried looks would cross

people's faces. Sometimes, with older community members, you wanted to advise them

that perhaps they should have a family member present before they signed it. I was very
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conscious of my authority/power and felt uncomfortable with it, especially going over the

ethic requirements with the elders. Elders' sharing their knowledge is traditional, offering

tobacco prior to asking questions is traditional, but talking about deception and risk is not

and, at that moment, I did feel like the colonizer, the outsider.

Though I am a member of the community, I am not. I have never lived on a

reserve, but have grown up in a middle class home and, to most people, I look iike a

regular white girl. I have never had to deal with poverty or many of the issues that the

community members I interviewed had. So while I am a community member, I am very

aware of the differences. One of the differences that really stands out and shocked me

was how every community member I interviewed had lost at least one family member

while that family member was still very young. The younger generations talked about

losing a brother or sister. The older adults discussed losing a son or daughter and some of

the elders talked about losing grandchildren. I know the statistics of life in an Aboriginal

community and they have always bothered and angered me. It is once you start meeting

the people who have been affected by those statistics that the sadness and harsh reaiity of

those statistics sets in. What is remarkable is the way in which community members

discussed these realities. Not once did anyone complain about the rate of poverty,

overcrowded homes, high unemployment rates, or the high mortality rates (the chief

predicted that fewer than forty community members were over the age of sixty five).

Rather, they talked about moving out of their bigger homes so that a family with more

children could move in or they discussed the support they received when one of their

family members passed away and how much the support meant to them. They talked

about the importance of the giveaway or memorial feast and the importance of flower
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day, an annual celebration when community members visit the graves of their family

members, carry out any required maintenance and leave fresh flowers. An integral part of

flower day is a ceremonial feast when food is laid out both to feed the ancestors and share

among attendees. In particular, some stressed the values of such events as an opportunity

for elders to talk to the youth and pass on traditional wisdom. In these ways, they showed

the depth of their generosity and the community's generosity sometimes without even

realizing it.
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Chapter 4: Generosity from a Community Perspective

Although the small number of interviews limits my ability to generalize

about the whole community, I was able to gain some insights into commonly held beiiefs

about this important teaching. In this section, I will explore the existence of generosity

within Sioux Valley from a community perspective, based on my interviews. In this

section, I will also try to determine what a community definition might look like for

generosity and compare this definition to literature sources on generosity. This section

will also look at the forms that generosity takes, as well as in what situations it occurs.

Finally, I will discuss the motives and consequences of generosity, as they were shared

with me by my participants.

The first question I asked was: Does Generosity exist in the Community? Most

of the community members interviewed in this research agreed that generosity is an

important cultural value and all community members interviewed acknowledged the

existence of generosity in the community. The degree to which it existed and if it has

changed were also discussed and differences in opinions appeared. Many interviewed

community members acknowledge that generosity is no longer as widely practiced as it

had been in the past. Community members differed on emphasizing the differences over

time as changes or as losses.

My second question "What is generosity?" would appear straightforward, but is

in fact more complex. There is no one Dakota word for generosity. As discussed

previously, generosity has been used extensively in reference to the Dakota in the

literature. The term generosity also has relevance within the community. Generosity is

taught at the Sioux Valley schools as part of Dakota classes and it has been used in other
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Educational teachings most notably by Lakota educator Martin Brokenleg. Some of the

community members who were involved in education discussed the importance of the

schools in the role of teaching generosity.

One community member, when asked, did not think generosity existed in the

community, although, once we started discussing examples of it, she changed her mind.

Her original opinion may have been based on a lack of communication and

understanding. She is an older woman and English is not her first language. As there is no

word for generosity in Dakota, she may not have been clear on what it was that I was

asking.

Community members would talk about generosity in Dakota stating what words

they would use. After they would say the words in Dakota, I would ask how they would

translate that into English. Dakota words relating to generosity provided by the

community included wawokiye, which means to help without getting back (M2-01),

wawoshida is to have pity (M2-01), and ohanpi (ye) was described as being generous or

liberal (FM3-01).

Many people talked about their grandparents, parents or a role model talking to

them about giving and would thus use the same or similar phrases as they had been

taught. In one case, an elderiy woman (F3-02) talked about being taught to be good to

one another. She (F3-02) said her father told her in Dakota, "you be... be good to one

another. When somebody comes in your house, he's not a stranger. You know him, he's

your neighbor or your friend or your acquaintance from over there. Maybe you haven't

seen him for years, but you know who he is." Actions seem to speak louder than words
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when it comes to generosity in this community. During their interviews, most community

member hesitated when asked about a definition for generos ity. F2-02 stated,

We don't have a specffic definítion for it because all of the things that we

do and that are a part of our culture, whether it is a tradition or a specifi,c

spiritual event, they are all intertwined and they are all a part of our

culture. so generosity is something that is a part of our culture. we grew

up wíth it. We didn't...no one said you have to be generous, it was shown

to us through our parents, our grandparents. So, when I look at that, it's

the first time I am thinking of it and I just kind of think how do I define

generosíty ...really can't define generosity because it was a way of life for
me from what I was taught.

Another woman (F2-01) said, "I really cannot give a definition of what it is. I just

know it by actually seeing it or by people talking about it." Over the course of the

interview, many were able to define generosity, perhaps not by its action rather by its

ideology/philosophy. An elder (M3-01) in the communiry said,

Generosity is a very personal close feeling of one's heart and one's way of

lifu. No matter how desperate it is, like, if I had somebody come and say

rhat they ... if I had some I'd rather give and help them, then ít makes my

heart feel better. It gives me a better feeling for tomorrow. It's a gffi of

keeping tomomow alive for myself and that is what I feel generosity is.

The idea of giving because one has extra was a common theme and was talked

about by both men and women of ail ages. It was commonly discussed and occurs

frequently both today and in the past. F1-01, one of the younger community members,

stated, "If you have an extra loaf of bread or something and you don't need it. .. just give

it." F3-02, a woman in her eighties, discussed sharing extra groceries with her niece,

who needed them more than she did. While one of the men (FM3-01) stated, "Whatever I
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have, if people need it, then I can't be stingy with it. I have to share it the best that I can

without putting myself in deficit." The idea of being stingy is an interesting concept and

was equated with being ungenerous.

Many community members believed that not all community members were

generous. One woman (F2-02) stated,

I remember them saying he, this person, was the stíngiest person around.

He would just not even share a cup of tea. If you went to this person's

place, you could go there just thirsty and he wouldn't even give you a

thing. And again it's by your actions and in a small community everybody

knows each other and they say he's never done anything of that sort.

One of the women (F3-02) described a person she knew who was not generous by

saying, "she wouldn't feed you if you were sitting there all week beside her." Another

woman (F3-01) thought a person was ungenerous when they promised to do something

for you in return for something you had done for them, but did not follow through with

their promise even though they could have. In this case, the woman (F3-01) was

discussing how her husband often provided people with rides and even money.

Sometimes people would offer to give her husband money the next time they saw him but

"when we see them again, they've got the money, but they wouldn't give" (F3-01). She

(F3-01) went on to say that her and her husband wouldn't mind doing it for free but,

"because he said he would...if you didn't say anything he wouldn't mind, he wouldn't

expect it."

One woman (F2-01) did not provide a description of an ungenerous person as she

thought everyone in their own way was generous. I felt that was rather generous of her.

She (F2-01) stated,
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I feel every human being is generous in their own way, even people that

you hear about that horde things or have millions in their bank account

or their pantries are full. They are generous and they have their own

definition of being generous. Nobody will ever say, "No, I'm stingy. I want

to keep this all to myself. Nobody will ever say that, I don't think, unless if
it is somebody that is not thínking ríght or somebody that has a mental

illness, you know. But everybody has their own way of being generous.

Though she would not label anyone as ungenerous, she used the words stingy and

hording as opposing characteristics to generosity. Interestingly, she thought that if

someone did not think they were generous, it must mean there is something wrong with

them mentally. None of the men were asked what it meant to be non generous so they did

not discuss what characteristics a non generous person would possess. The men did

discuss potential reasons for people not being generous.

Community members recognize the consequences of not being generous or of

being stingy. F2-02 stated, "Families have taught that it doesn't pay to be non generous

because, in your time of need, you won't find too many people coming around to help

you." However, some coÍtmunity members would argue that the truly generous will

always help, including helping those that are not. "There will always be somebody that

will overlook it and I know my grandpa was one of them. He would say, oh it doesn't

matter, you know, it doesn't matter if he's like that. Just go and help him out" (F2-02)

Often this iack of generosity was believed to be the result of the person not being

taught appropriately or not seeing enough examples. Community members credited

family and other role models in their lifes for teaching generosity. One woman who is

involved at one of the schools said she could recognize children who lived with their

grandparents as they tended to be more generous (F1-01). Another woman described
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herself as "lucky because I have learnt those things" and she credited the role models in

her life for teaching her to be generous. F2-02 said,

I had great teachers. I had my kunshi, my unkan, my...we call them

aunties now, but in our culture we called them mamanas, they are my

mom's sisters and they were great teachers and there was other Elders

that played a very major role in my life, teaching me about some of these

things and, like I said, we were shown everythíng that you learned in your

culture. You were exposed to and you learn from watching and you learn

from a kunshi tellíng you, this is the way you do it and ...this ís the way

you do it.

F3-01 gave credit to her parents for teaching her to be generous and she recalled

situation in which her grandfather told her to always remember to be generous. She (F3-

02) recounted,

Back when I was just a young gírl I remember my grandfather telling me

that and I was only sixteen or something. We were sitting down and we

were eating. I was eating lunch with him and he said that to me. He saíd,

"I want to tell you something." He saíd, "You be a generous person." He

saíd, in our own Indian way he told me, "you be a generous person. Wen

a person walks ín your house, you give them a cup of tea. Don't ask them.

Don't say have you had your dinner? Have you had your lunch? Because

they are going to say, "Yes, we've had something to eat." They are not

going to say, "No we didn't eat." "But you put it outfor them. Give ít to

them. They'Il eat. And that's the way to be a good person," he said. And I
never forgot that.

Being a "good person" extended to all aspects of one's life.

Based on coÍrmunity members' interviews and personal experience, generosity

should encompass one's entire life. This section will explore generosity as a way of life

in two avenues. The first avenue will explore how generosity can be found in all
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situations including iess formal, everyday situations to more formal or ceremonial

occasions. The second avenue wiil discuss how community members talked about

generosity in the past. In many interviews, community members discussed the

importance of generosity in the past and many thought its importance and practice within

the community had diminished somewhat.

Who benefits from the generosity again varies with the situation, but inciudes family,

friends, community members and guests or visitors. This section will explore examples of

generosity in informal and formal settings and will discuss the role of community, family,

friends, and visitors in each of these settings.

There are many forms generosity can take, but they can be divided into two

flexible categories, tangible or gifts you can touch and see, and intangible or more

abstract and symbolic gifts. F2-01stated, "Generosity could be anything like information,

being helpful with, you know, doing something or helping somebody that has lost

something or lost a family member." F2-02 recognized that, while giving includes

tangible things, it does not have to. She stated, "...because sometimes, if you don't have

anything, you don't have anything, but you're generous with your time, you're generous

of your feeling, your compassion for the family. That's generosity." Based on the

interviews, coÍrmon examples of tangible generosity include, but are not limited to food,

money, car rides, and cigarettes. Examples of intangible generosity may be showing

support for others, sharing in feelings (such as happiness, or compassion), giving of time,

listening to what others have to say, and hospitality. Often generosity can have both

tangible and intangible aspects.
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Situations in which generosity occurs can also be divided into two: informal

(everyday) and formal (ceremonial). Formal situations are ceremonial and they contain a

giveaway (see page 23) and feast. In Sioux Valley, they can include funerals, wakes,

memorials, and flower days, name giving, and the making of relatives i.e. informal

"adoptions", though there are many other ceremonies. When asked how often these

ceremonies, occurred one of the women (F2-01,) said, "oh there is one every week

somewhere in the community." She went on to explain that, prior to a ceremony held on

a previous evening, a woman had held a ceremony where she had called upon different

spirits for healing, and now that she had felt that she had been helped, she wanted to hold

another ceremony. She explained the previous night's ceremony and (F2-01) stated, "Last

night, she gathered up people and offered food not only to whoever was there, but also to

the spirits as weli. ..God's creations for helping. So not only is she being generous to

human beings, but she is also being generous to the spirits."

No one was asked about their spiritual beliefs, but from our discussion

community members held a range of spiritual beliefs. Some were either Christian or more

traditional while many seemed to be a blend. What one's beliefs were, affected which

ceremonies they attended and their perception of how many there were in the community.

So while one more traditional woman said there was a ceremony each week; less

traditional interviewees thought they were held less frequently.

Informal generosity is generosity that occurs in everyday life. It tends to be more

spontaneous. It is anything that helps someone out and is usually done because there is a

need. F3-01 stated, "Like if you hear about somebody in need, then you like to go and

help." M3-01 stated, "That's your gift of generosity, the gift of help" and he goes on to
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say, "that kind of generosity was so appreciated." All community members expressed

sentiments similar to F3-01 and M3-01 about the importance of helping those in need.

Based on the interviews, it did not matter who needed the help. Whether it was family,

friends, neighbors or community members, support was aiways given.

Simple forms of informal generosity shown between community members

include picking up hitchhikers, and sharing cigarettes, food, meals, or lottery winnings.

More than one described the simple act of waving at each other as a form of generosity,

presumably thinking of it as a gesture of acknowledgment and respect. One of the women

interviewed provided this story which captures everyday generosity between community

members. She (F2-01) states,

This one person that does a lot of hítchhiking and tha4 I remember

bringíng hint back. He was standing outside Brandon walking. So I
brought him back. This was early evening and I said 'Were you in town aII

day?' and he said "No, this is my third trip into town". So he had come

home, and maybe he forgot something or whatever and then he wíII go

back andforth and that. People visit, and they visit while they are driving

along.

It is common to see people from Sioux Vattey hitchhiking from Sioux Valley to Brandon

as there are no bus services. Community members are able to rely on hitchhiking as a

means to get from community to community.

Community members also show their generosity at different ceremonies, for

example when someone passes away in the community. Support is shown in two ways:

by bringing food to the wake and by sitting with the family. FT-OZ explained the

importance of bringing food to a wake. She said, "It doesn't matter whether it is a relative

or somebody that you hardly knew, because it's a community and he's from the
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community and this is a community having a wake." If one cannot provide food or is a

man (men are not expected to provide food), then just sitting with the famiiy is an act of

generosity. F2-02 expressed her respect for the people who sit with the family at wakes.

She (F2-02) said,

Yeah and some people, you know, would go there and would stay there all

níght to support the famíIy... I think that ís speaking a lot for an índividual

when they have sit awake all night. That's big generosity and some people,

there are a group of men at Sioux VaIIey, that do that each time. I know all

the wakes I've gone to, you'Il see the same group of men sitting there.

They sit there all night and, when you go back there in the morning,

they're stíll sitting there. You know, that's tough. Not a lot of people can

do that nowadays.

In the past community, members could rely on each other. One of the younger

people interviewed said that, when her grandmother was younger, she would invite

people in for meals. F1-01 stated, "If someone was walking on the road when my

grandmother was cooking, she would yell out there inviting them for supper." Other

women discussed their parents' feeding other community members. One woman talked

about her mother and she (F2-02) stated,

one of the thíngs I notíced about her was that people who were down and

out, these were the people that she welcomed into her home all the time.

She always had a meal ready for them and, when they were going to go,

she always provided a care package. There was this one man, older man

that she really had a lot of caríng for... I know that he mentioned that,

years afier my Mother... after she passed away, he said, 'I don't have

anywhere to go and have a good home cooked nxeal', or... my mom was a

good cook, or she was good at making bread. And he said 'I have never

had that again.' At that tíme, I really didn't think of it until, like because,
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it was just a natural part of what we did, but she did she provide, she

provided meals like that on a daíly basis. sometimes, you would go there

and you wouldfindfive or six men sitting there eating. Men that were

having a lot of trouble with addictions in their lives and my monx suffered

with that too, so maybe that's why. She understood thent much more than I
díd.

The men told stories of helping neighbours by chopping wood or by sharing meat

or fish. FM3-01 recalled his first kill.

My first hunting kill was a deer. I brought it home and we thought my

auntie was going to do the skinning. "No, no, no! That's your kill. You

look after it.' So we made a mess of it. After that, we got it to our uncle

next. 'Can you cut this for us?' 'No, no, no! That's your kill. you're

responsible for that.' So we did cut it, my cousin and I. We were about

fifteen and we made a heck of a mess. There was hair aII over and guts.

we didn't do it properly so it was kind of a mess. so finally I had it gutted

and everything. I brought it back to, I called her mama, to mama I said,

'We got it done.' She took one look and said, 'You wash that, cut it up.' It
took us a long time. Finally, we got ít to her satísfaction. "Okay, Ma. We

cut it up ín pieces.' 'Take it to your neighbours, the ones that don't have

hunters in theirfamily.' So we passed that meat out until it was all gone.

That's the teachings of the old people. The first kill, doesn't matter what it
is, you don't take it. You pass it out, share with others.

M3-01 recalled chopping wood for community members in need as a young boy,

When I was growing up, if somebody needed... They got sick and they had

children andfamily, I would often hear my grandfather say, 'Go over and

see if they have wood around theír home and, if not, go take the team of
horses and go cut some wood.' That's your gift of generosíty, the StÍt of
help. I used to get up and that was something that was of my ability to go

and cut wood. Put a load of wood on the ... and conte back and unload it
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at their place. After finíshing that, I would put the horses away and go and

get them all put away. I would then go back to that home and take my

good saw...I often say that Grandpa had a saw and I always put a new

blade on it. I'd take that and go over to their place and start cutting some

of their wood and I would pile it along their place, because sometimes the

man is síck and he can't do that work and the women, the wife is having

dfficulty with all the children and they can't do anything beyond that. So I
píle it up around their house where they can just come out and get it and

take it in and put it in their fire.

While community members no longer rely on wood to heat their homes, there are still

men in Sioux Valley who hunt and fish and these men still share with older community

members and those in need.

Sharing with family and friends is a constant theme. Not just immediate family

members are considered family. Family here definitely includes extended famiiy

members (aunts/uncles, cousins, grandparents) as well as any adopted family members.

Friends take similar roles to family members in more informal situations.

In everyday situations, people rely on their family when they need to borrow

sugar or tea. They usually share food or meals with each other. Many of the community

members discussed how family and friends are often there for each other, picking up

items that they think the other will like. One of the women (F3-01) had a box of oranges

in her living room. It was given to her by her sister in law because she thought she would

like them.

In ceremonial situations such as a giveaway, family members are not given items,

but rather help give items out and help stockpile gifts prior to the giveaway. Families piay

an impofant role in teaching generosity. Many people told stories of being young and
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being provided with opportunities to be generous in an effort to teach them. One of the

youngest people to be interviewed discussed helping her grandmothers thread their

sewing machines.

Some of the community members discussed the responsibiiity associated with

being the eldest child in the family. M3-01 talks about being the first born, which meant,

"That I must be generous, I must be caring, I must be comforting." FM03-01 discussed

her role of being the eldest daughter. After returning home from residential schooi, she

helped her mom get her sisters ready for school. She also helped her mom cook the meals

while her sisters attended the day school. FM03-01 stated, "I had to be generous to my

sisters and to take care of them, but then I had to learn to be, to not think I had more

power over my younger sisters and I had to show them I wanted to take care of my

sisters."

In the past, helping family was important. Often this help was in the form of

sharing a meai or food. F3-02 toid a story of her mother cooking a meal for a relative.

There was J-B-, he was an uncle. He was my dad's cousin J-B- and

there was A- and there was B-M- Senior, the old and he had that

Huntington's. He couldn't walk. He just going all over the reserve just

tryíng to get something to eat and he knew that, if he came to my Mom's,

he would eat. so he would arrive. He would be conúng. He would take

about two hours to come. we could see hím coming eh way over there. He

was coming and my sister would tell my mom, 'Oh there's Uncle B-
coming again.' so momwould quickly put the...that's how long it tookfor

him to come. My momwould put on some potatoes and she'd...she'd. make

a bíg pot of soup, potatoes and vegetables and put some crackles in it. She

didn't have meat and that so she put crackles in it. She put thíckening in it.

By the time ít was cooked and ready to eat, uncle B- would arrive and
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just hot and... and she'd tell him to come and sit here under the... My dad

built a little thing there with poles. It was a nice cool place for him to sit

and he'd sit down and she'd give him a big bowl of soup and thenfresh

bannock, eh. she made freshfried bannock. she'dfeed him and a big cup

of tea and he'd eat and in his own way - just slow and just missing words

and he'd tell her, 'That's the first meal I've hadfor two days.

Visitors are awarded priority when it comes to sharing. At giveaways, they are

often the recipient of items. Hospitality towards visitors is also important. Offering tea

and something to eat is a cofitmon practice in the community. Hospitality was also

important in the past and both men and women acknowledged this. F}-OI explained

hospitality towards guests when she was small, "I remember growing up people coming

to visit and a lot of visiting would happen and they would come and, it doesn't matter

who it is, they would give them tea and whatever it is that they have on hand that's

cooked. And it used to be that whatever you put before them, a piece of cioth, or one of

those, a towel, or something, and then the visitor could wrap it up and take it, the cup,

and plate and whatever if they want. FM03-01 stated, "We would have visitors and my

mom taught me if anyone comes to visit give them a cup of tea. Give them a cup even if

you don't have anything else; give them a cup of tea."

An elder of the community told a story of how her family treated visitors when

she was small. She (F3-02) said,

I remember that was...we had afriend, well we call him unkøn, he was a

grandfather to us. He was from Birdtail and his name was J- M-. He

was an old man and, uh, ruy dad and my mom always called hint uncle.

And my dad too called him uncle. And he was a nice nzan. He was a

christian man, carried hís Bible all the time. You never saw hím without

that Bible and anyway he used to come and visít our neighbours and he'd
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come and stay there for about two weeks and go home. Wy he came there

I don't know because they were very poor people, very poor. Anyway, nty

dad was going to work one morning and there was this old man sitting

outside the door. So of course dad walked over and shook his hand and

[said],'When did you come?''Oh I just came yesterday.''Oh,' he said,

'Well, I'll have to go home and tell my wfe that you're here. TelI her

you're here, she'll be happy.' So anyway he came home and told us that

he was there. So of course mom, she saíd... and dad was going to work

againfor the morning, and she said, 'Go in and teII him to comefor

supper tonight. Tell him to come at six o'clock.'

And anyway, away Dad went, so of course mom, that was early in

the morning and mom had sixfat hens and they were clucking around the

yard. She kept themfor the eggs and they faíthfully laid the same six eggs

every day. But this morning she wanted to kill the chícken to feed her

company. Now why? Because she had a big family. This old manwas

coming for supper so she wanted to make a nice meal. And she had a bíg

pot. I remember my mom had a great big pot about that big and tall, with

a lid on it. She used it outside for cooking. Wenwe got up in the morning

andwe went outside, Mom had the chicken tíed, Iand] hanging up. She'd

pulled all the feathers offthem and she'd singed them ready to be cooked.

Just to clean them out and they'd be ready. Oh, they were fat. They were

just beautífu| chickens. But it hurt mom to kiII the two chickens because

that would be two less eggs for her. So a,nywary, in the afternoon, she put

the chíckens on to cook. And she went and got potatoes, carrots and

cooked a big pot of potatoes and carrots and onions and you name it. A

big pot of vegetables. And she made soup. And she put ríce in the chicken

soup, and she put rice in there with an onion and cooked a big pot of rice.

Oh, it was beautiful. And then she made bannock, fried bannock

outside. And there was some dough left over. She got the rolling pin and

rolled it all out nice and she cut it aII up into squares and into the chicken
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soup' And, oh, everything was just ready to eat and here was the wagon

was comíng. síx o'clock the wagon was coming, pulled up and there was

that old man. unkan John, got offthe wagon came towards us and of
course we all, kids, we all ran out to greet him and shake his hand. He

came in. Mom, she put a bench on the side of the house where it was cool,

she told him to sit there and we're gonna eat in a few minutes. And she

told him to sit out and he's sittíng there. I was going into the house with

this bíg bowl of fried bannock and that old man called me, the man that

brought him, G- W-. He said to... he saíd in Indían, ,my níece, 6-,
come here,' he saíd to me like this. And his wift and daughter were sitting

at the backwagon.

I ran in with this bannock and I came out. I went out to him, to see

what he had to say and he said, 'Go and tell your mom., He said, ,my

cousin, tell my cousin that we haven't had anything to eat for two days.

we're just hungry,' he said, 'Tell her if she could spare us a little bít of
bread that's aII we need. Just bread.' so I said, 'okay.' I said, 'AIl right,

I'll tell her.' I turned around and I ran back in the house. 'Mom' I said,

'he said they haven't had anything to eat for two days and he said that

they're just so hungry. He asked me if you could give him some bannock.'

And she said to mq 'Go back outside and teil him to come in and eat. Tell

him to come in and eat.' so I went out and I said, 'Mom said you're to

come in and have supper.' so they came in and they were big people. That

G- W- was just about 300 pounds, big man, eh? And his wife and his

daughter they came. They atl sat around. Mom sat the table andwe were

poor. we hardly had any cutlery, but they sat around and Mom tord us,

she told the kids to go and play outsíde. 'Don't come inside,' she said.

'When everybody leaves we'll eat. You'll eet,' she said. ,Don't stand

around the table.' so of course the poor kids they were looking at this

chicken, they were hungry too, but anywoy they...she tord them to go and

play so they all ran out, eh.
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I was the only one in the house because I was the oldest. I was

helping mom to serve these people and oh they were just fiIling their

plates with that chicken, eh. I was hungry too! And they were just eating

and they prayed and they ate. And the Indian people when youfeed them,

they'll go and take whatever lef-tovers. They'II take it home, and that's

what they did. And all the food was gone, I guess. I didn't know that and

now they were going on there and they were going to a prayer meeting

somewhere and they were leaving they said. Excused themselves and said

they were going to this prayer meeting and mom gave them a big bannock,

oven bannock. Oh, they were happy.They left. I think she gave them some

grease. I don't know all what she gave them, a,nyway, they left and now

we're gonna eat. There was nothing to eat. They had eaten everything -
the big pot of soup and chicken was gone, potatoes was gone, everything

was gone.

And I never saw it but my brother just stood at that table. He was

only about nine years old or so. He just stood there, 'WArtLóy+Ht They

ate everything.' Oh, he was just crying. I felt so badfor him and mom

went and she looked and she said, 'Oh, the soup is all gone. WelI, don't

worry about it. I'il cook something to eat.' I don't know what - she went

away and cooked, but anyway she fed them. She made some soup in the

frying pan with onions and, oh, I never forgot that. I never forgot that. And

mom had a little hole in that pot and she put an old dish rag and pulled it

through and it was in there forever. You could use that pot and it never

leaked. That evening that was gone. They even ate that. Oh, we never

forgot that. Oh, yeah. And mom cooked the two fat hens. They were big.

They were bíg hens. Never forgot that.

The story shows the importance of feeding guests in the past. Hospitality towards

visitors and those in need is crucial. In the story, the mom kills chickens though it will

mean fewer eggs for her family. By cooking such a iarge meal, a feast, she is showing
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her guest that he is welcomed and the family is honoured that he is there. It also

demonstrates the importance of helping family and neighbors in need, sometimes over

the needs of your family. When the guest arrives, it becomes apparent that the people

who brought him are hungry. It is at this point in the story that the mom decides to feed

the family in need, even though it means her children will not be able to eat until after the

guests have left. At the point, there is nothing left and the mother has to make soup with

only onions.

Time is also seen as an important aspect of generosity to the interviewed

community members. While it is a part of visiting, listening, volunteering with children,

or supporting families by sitting at their wakes, it deserves special recognition.F2-02 (9)

discusses the importance of supporting friends and family. "If somebody is going through

a difficult [time]. . .you may be so tired at the end of the day, but you still go and you sit

and you give that person time." Just the act of listening and supporting a friend, family

or community member is seen as being generous.

Giving time by volunteering is also important, though none of the adults called it

volunteering. Many of the adults talked about the many things they are or were involved

in. An older gentleman (M3-01) talked about his involvement in the drum group when he

was younger and how he worked with youth and taught them how to drum and how to

sing. Even though this individual suffers from health problems and mobility problems, he

still talks to youth as he thinks it is important to share his stories and wisdom.

F2-0I explained her motivations for working with children. She was involved in a

program to teach children Dakota. She (F2-01) explained her stance on helping others

and volunteering as, "Whatever talents that we have, it's not for sale. It is a God given,
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Creator given talent, a way of life or a skill whatever, then you give it away freely."

Another man discussed his involvement with sweat lodges and the Sun Dance though

throughout our conversation he never discussed it as volunteering; rather, it was

discussed as activities and ceremonies he was involved in.

Visiting was considered one of the most important ways of showing generosity to

someone. Community members would discuss how as their needs have changed people's

generosity towards them has changed. Many would talk about receiving groceries when

their chiidren were young, but now some of the older community members discussed the

importance of the generosity of time. One of the older women (F3-02) stated, "f don't

need anything. I realiy have no needs as I am sitting here but, but, still I would love it if

somebody said, 'come, I'm going to go and we'll...let's go and have coffee or tea or

something like that. I would love it.'

Although the Return Gift is discussed frequently in the literature, when I asked my

interviewees about this, they all said that one never gave with the expectation of getting

something in return and one never thought of asking for payment. F2-01 said, "You don't

expect anything back. It makes you feel good to give...it feels good to give and they say

it is not good to horde. . . " Another woman (F2-02) stated, "You don't think of

repayment. My grandfather told me, my (Jnkansaid, you don't expect anything back and

if it comes back to you, fine, that's fine, but don't keep that as a thought. I'm going to do

this because I may get this back; yeah, you don't do that."

In some situations, a return gift is expected and, when it is not followed through,

community members can become frustrated. Two community members discussed

situations in which a retunt was expected and not always received and how that felt. One
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woman discussed her husband providing rides and money to people. They never asked

for anything in return, but if someone offered a return and did not follow through, it

frustrated her. A gift of tobacco is recognized as proper in return for heip whether it be

spiritual or wisdom being passed on. It was why I chose to offer tobacco to people who I

interviewed in the community. One of the men in the community expressed his

frustration at not being offered tobacco when someone approached him for his help.

Whether or not a return in generosity is expected, it does seem to follow that if

one is generous to others, others will return that generosity. F2-02 said,

You are sharing. You are sharing and you are giving back to those people

that have shared with you at the ttme of your loss. So it going back and

forth, they shared with you at the time you're going through a dfficult

time so later on you are sharing back. You're remembering those people

that have helpedyou out. So that's an ongoing thing all the time and I
know it's there at Sioux Valley always.

Many community members did not link their generosity to others as a reason why people

were generous to them. They also did not link others generosity to them as a reason for

their own generosity.

Often community members would discuss their feelings of gratitude for people

being generous to them, but they would not connect other's generosity as a result of their

previous generosity. F3-01 discussed her gratitude over people bringing her groceries

when her children were small. She (F3-01) said, "Oh you're an angel. Angels sent you.

You're my angel today. Because it was just like they knew we needed food and they

always brought. ..somebody always brought us food and I always thought that was a

miracle in itself." It is only later on in the conversation that she mentioned that her
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neighbors were the ones who brought her the food and she (F3-01) used "to go and visit

them and I used to do housework for them and help them out."

While the community members interviewed stated it would be wrong to expect

something in retum, there is always the potential that others do not feel the same. The

misuse of generosity was also discussed.

There is always the potential for the misuse of generosity. Community members

discussed different avenues of misuse such as being taken advantage of or using

generosity in an attempt to gain power. Another form of misuse discussed was taking

advantage of people's generosity and a third form was showing off through giving. One

woman dismissed generosity being misused because she (F3-02) said, "Because if a

person was not a giver, he'll never give." Many community members agreed that there

was the possibiiity, but many could not think of an example. Only one community

member commented on the misuse of generosity for power.

In this instance, it was someone in authority who misused their power. His

comment was directed at the loss of generosity in the community versus actually

discussing how generosity could be misused. The one community member (M2-01)

stated, "...even our leaders ain't generous. They only help their own famiiy, get them

jobs and stuff like that, which is generosity on their side, on their part. But, to me,

generosity is to help everybody on the reserve. That is true generosity. That is the honest

way of doing it." While FM3-01 argued, "probably some do. Not in this community.

[Not] if you are cuiturally oriented... strong cultural beliefs." Many community

members seemed to follow this line of thought that the people who misused generosity

were not actually being generous as they were not following the cultural beliefs. F2-0i
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explained it as, "Because it is an act that happens to honour people and one knows that...

everybody knows that you can't abuse it because, for one thing, you will be found out in

the community and so that doesn't usually happen here in Sioux Valley, or rarely. I don't

hear about it." Another woman (F2-02) stated, "It really shouldn't be because that's not

what they are supposed to do, but they always say that if you use those kinds of situations

to gain what you expect for yourself, it's not going to work out. So don't even try."

A few of the community members expressed concern about people being taken

advantage of, especially elders. This seemed to be on people's minds as many community

members had received residential school compensation. It was one of the younger people

interviewed who was the most worried about elders being taken advantage of. She (Fi-

01) stated, "Especially where there is money involved...I think the younger generation is

taking advantage of the older people." Only one of the elders interviewed seemed

concerned about being over generous or being taken advantage of. In this instance, she no

longer lives in the community and her concern was being taken advantage of by

telemarketers and canvassers. One of the men interviewed felt that he may have been too

generous at times, always helping people without receiving anything back. The man

taiked about helping people spiritually and he felt that people should offer tobacco like

they would have in the past, but he recognized that not everyone could afford to do that.

He (M2-01) stated, "'Cause some people don't have that and, for me, I have this gift to

help my people and the Creator says go help your people. He didn't say people are going

to give you tobacco first, he didn't say that. He said go help your people. So that's what

I'm doing."
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Two community members discussed people being too generous to show off and

this was disapproved of; neither of them believed that this was true generosity.

Interestingly, one of the comments was made by the eldest male interviewed and the

other was made by one the youngest females interviewed. The man (FM3-01) said,

"There are certain ones that are into Christianity and have little to do with the culture.

Those are the ones, but they don't give. They seem to outdo each other...who is going to

give away the most. That type of thing." This man felt that one could be truly generous

without putting themselves into deficit and he seemed to question people's motives for

trying to give what they didn't have. He told a story of a friend explaining to him why he

gave what he gave. He (FM03-01) states,

I remember Mr. W-, he is gone now, but him and I were on the powwow

committee. 'We are going to honour my son,' he said. 'I'm going to give

away some cattle, but you don't do that. I have it [which is] why I have to

do it and you don't have it so don't do thaL You can do it, but don't put

yourself into deficit. And [then] you fwill] have to worry about coming up

with that money, [whichwill mean] saving while yourfamily might go

hungry.' So that was real good advice he gave me.

The young woman discussed going to giveaways in the United States where they were

much larger than they are here. She (F1-01) described them as having, "truckloads and

truckloads of stuff." She acknowledged that the family doing the giving "don't want

anything out of it." Her concern at some of these giveaways was that items to be given

away would be passed around and people would pick what they wanted, which is not how

it should be. Items are to be chosen for people and are to be presented to peopie. There is

supposed to be meaning behind the giving, not just giving.
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In summary, there is no one Dakota word for generosity. When asked, community

members used different Dakota words to describe generosity. English words used to

describe generosity included sharing, giving, helping, being there and suppofing.

Generosity can take two forms, tangible and intangible, and it occurs in everyday and in

ceremonial situations. Community members discussed the role of generosity within the

community, within the family and generosity towards visitors. The role of generosity in

the past was also presented and there is no doubt that generosity was very important in

the past. All community members discussed the importance of being generous and all

community members felt that it was wrong to expect anything in return for one's

generosity. Though some community members admitted that, if there is already an

expectation for return, it is frustrating when it is not followed through with. While one of

the main motives of generosity is to help another person, it also has the potential to be

misused. Community members acknowledged that there was the potential for generosity

to be misused. Many expressed concern over elders being taken advantage of though no

elders seemed worried about it. Only two people could recall examples of the misuse of

generosity. In one instance, the person was referring to telemarketers and canvassers

taking advantage of her. This comment was made in reference to the community she

currently lives in and so it does not reflect a misuse of generosity within the community.

In the second instance, a community member complained about leaders being generous to

family members only. This is a case of power being misused under the guise of

generosity. What is interesting is that many community members discussed generosity in

similar ways. The next section wlll analyze the interviews.
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Chapter 5: Analysis: The Role of Generosity in Sioux Valley

This chapter will examine the role of generosity in Sioux Valley. Generosity has

the ability to fulfill different functions: the spiritual, the economic, the political and the

social. The interview questions were directed at the social functions of generosity and so

were a large part of the interviews. I did not include any questions in the interviews

directly relating to the spiritual and economic functions of generosity; however, they

were often discussed in the interviews. This indicates the importance of these two

functions and how much they are integrated within generosity. One question reiated to

power and the potential misuse of generosity to gain power. While this question was a

part of the interviews, coÍrmunity members barely, if at all, touched on the political

implications of generosity.

Generosity and spirituality will be discussed three ways. First, I will examine the

beliefs of community members. Second, I will link being spiritual as the ultimate reason

for being generous in Sioux Valley, based on interviews. Finaliy, the importance of the

spirits will be explored.

No community members were questioned about their spiritual beliefs but many

used Christian terms and discussed traditional ceremonies. Some said that they followed

the beliefs of their ancestors, though they still used Christian terminology, and others

discussed their spiritual beliefs as only Christian, though they would talk about attending

wakes and flower days. It seems that many of the community members have blended the

two belief systems, while some do seem to follow only one or the other. Regardless of

what they believed in, many of them compared Dakota ideas of generosity with Christian

teachings. One woman (F2-02) discussed that, no matter what your spiritual beliefs are,
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it is important to be generous. She argues that, even in the Bible, there are many

examples of generosity and goes on to say that Jesus didn't horde, so we as Dakota

should not either. FM03-01 stated,

You probably heard about vision quests. People go out to the mountaín

top, they go out there with their pípe, and then they have to waít four days

andfour nights to get a vision, to get an a.nswer. Well, if you look at the

Bíble, where the Ten Commandments comes from. Moses went up the

mountain. That's where God taught him the Ten Commandments on a

mountain. So it really is there ís no dffirence. It took me a long tinte to

realize that. So whatever ís taught ín that Bíble, the cultural ways are

teaching the same way."

Spirituality is a major part of the lives of most Dakota. However, I did not ask

community members specific questions about how generosity and spirituality were

connected. This was largely due to my concern that the social aspects of generosity, the

focus of my research, might get subsumed by more intense discussions about spiritual

practices. That being said, many community members discussed generosity and

spirituality. I would argue that their strong spiritual beliefs are connected to their

generosity. FM03-01 stated,

When we get away from our culture and the white people are gettíng away

from the Ten Commandments, we're both away from the...the Christian,

the old Christían, the Old Testament, and our old ancestors' teachings.

We are sort of getting away from that. And you can see the results of that,

our reserve, our communities are kind of in turmoíl right now. Because of
that, our prayers are weak.

He attributed being generous with being spiritual. One of the women talked about being

generous because the creator gave to you. She (F2-01) stated, "Whatever talents that we
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have, it's not for sale. It is a God given, Creator given talent, a way of life or a skili,

whatever, then you give it away freely."

It was difficult to obtain how spirituality and generosity were linked in the past as

only two community members discussed the past as only two community members

discussed this. One of the women, F2-02 stated, "My unkan was also a very spiritual

person. He believed in starting his day that way fbeing generous] and trying to do

whatever he needed to do with the thoughts of keeping the spiritual part with him all

time." One of the men (M3-01) said, "They called God ... the big spirit and they prayed

to God in all its form of iife and gave thanks every time." M3-01 attributed the things in

his life to God. "God will forgive you and all your prosperity comes in that gift of life

once you accept forgiveness" (M3-01). V/hile this view appears to be very Christian, he

(M3-01) claimed, "Those are the things they were taught to the Dakota people. The

Dakota people had that gift from going back before the missionaries came." The

community members interviewed often discussed spirituality in Christian terms, whiie

discussing traditional spiritual ceremonies.

Spirits are important and they may include ancestors or relatives who have passed

away, and others (such as those spirits that aid in healing). Being generous includes being

generous to spirits and sprits are often the recipients in ceremonies. Usually, this giving is

to honour spirits or to thank them for their help.

One of the men (FM03-01) interviewed discussed the importance of spirits, his

ancestors, and how they are always there to help. The man talked about how his

granddaughter had been very sick and, sadly, she had passed away. Prior to her passing,

she had been in hospital and had undergone two surgeries, one being nine hours long. He
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talked about he and his family waiting in the sitting room of the hospital, waiting to see

her. He (FM03-01) said,

We were waiting in the recovery room, both sides of the family. We were

all sitting there, waiting to go in and look at her. We asked the nurse when

[they could see her]. 'Her grandfather is in there with her. Just one

person at a time.' So we waited, we waitedfor a long time. Finally, we got

up again and [asked]. [The nurse] said, 'All right, you'll see her now. Yes,

he's left now.' We all looked at each other. There ís only one door in and

one door out. Nobody went in. Nobody came ouL So anyway we went to

visit her. It had me wondering why, 'cause we did a lot of praying. So

after this is over... I don't know how many... a year or so later... they

came down and I was having coffee earþ in the morning [and] she [the

granddaughterl got up and she came and sat down at the table with me.

Talking with her I thought I'd ask and she might know it. so I asked her,

"Remember the time you were in Winnipeg recovery room, you seen an

old man, a grandpa?' 'Yes, it was an old man that came with a big war

bonnet. He was a tall man.' All of teachings I had was right there. In the

past ways, if you ever had trouble, if you're ever sad or even if you're

hoppy, the ones that are gone wíll be back to celebrate with you or wíll

make you stronger. 'So was he a tall man?' 'Yes,' she said. So I went to

the back room where I had a pícture of my grandfather. I said 'Is this

him? Is thís the person?' "Ahhh!" Suddenly shock. So that... my

grandfather came back and that was the old man that we were waiting for.
So I strongly belíeve that That made my beliefs that much stronger.

Generosity to spirits included honouring or remembering spirits. The giveaway

especially at wakes and memorials is done to remember and honour the person who has

passed. The feast associated with the giveaway symbolizes the feeding of ancestors.

Flower days are held to remember one's ancestors and relatives who have passed away
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and the feast during flower day once again symbolizes spiritual feeding. F2-01 discussed

how the adoption ceremony including the giveaway and feast is associated with being

generous to spirits. She (F2-01) said,

For instance, if you lose a child, you adopt someone about the same age to

replace that child or you can adopt grandparents or a grandparent or you

can adopt a brother... Sometimes you see somebody ín a crowd that

resembles the loved one that is gone, then you adopt that person. So there

is dffirent things or ways of doing adoption and of course that always has

to do with even being generous with... we call them spirits. We are

generous with them because they are generous with us. So thís is where in

ceremonies we give out offerings, we give out offerings to all the living

things in this world. We offer tobacco, we offir cloth, we offer dffirent

colours of ribbon. We do a spírít dish, we offer food for them. So that is

being generous, as well, with the spiritual part of us because we call upon

itfor theír help, so this what we do we offer.

The spiritual aspect of generosity is central and evidence of this is that every

community member incorporated spirituality into our conversation. It was never my

intention to explore the role of spirituality in generosity; however, most community

members interviewed brought in elements of spirituality when discussing a number of

different aspects of generosity. It seems that being generous is connected to beino

spiritual.

Economic factors such as the distribution of wealth were a common motive for

giving within Sioux Vailey. Interviewed community members discussed it as giving to

those in need or sharing if there was extra. The negative attitude surrounding hording or

being stingy supports the distribution of wealth.
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Heiping those in need was an important reason for giving in the past and many

community members discussed it in terms of survival . F2-02 stated it is, "how we

survived as a nation. ..it is what kept us alive." Much of the information about the past

was provided by the older community members. Community members discussed when

they were younger and some of the younger community members discussed when their

grandparents were young. This was a time prior to welfare programs, unemployment

benefits or much government assistance. The only assistance you could rely on was your

kin or fellow community members and so generosity ensured the well-being of everyone.

Many community members discussed the importance of giving to those in need in

both giveaways and everyday situations. Giving to those in need is still an important part

of giveaways, though some of the younger people talked about changes at some of the

giveaways they have been to. These giveaways were not at Sioux Valley, but provide an

example of how giveaways are changing. One woman discussed attending giveaways and

how they seemed to have lost their purpose. She (F1-01) said that, at some giveaways,

they would pass a basket around. You have new pot holders, utensils and stuff and you

are supposed to grab whatever from there and there is people digging through... 'Oh no, I

don't need that one.' It started to bother me." She (F1-0i) explained that, "I'll take it

because you gave it to me." Her other criticism of some of the giveaways that she had

been to was that it seemed that giving wasn't going to those in need, but was rather going

to certain people and certain tamilies (Fl-01). These criticisms were not directed at Sioux

Valley giveaways; rather, they were a comment on some of the giveaways and a concern

or a warning that if people are not careful and mindful of the true importance of

giveaways, it could be lost.
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Many community members discussed change. They saw that the community no

longer reiied on generosity for survivai and that money had been incorporated into

giving. Interestingly, many of the oider community members seemed saddened that

generosity for survival was no longer as prevalent and many were wary about giving

money. They saw the introduction of a money economy and government aid as the

biggest reason for the changes. M3-01 summed it up best when he (M3-01) said,

Today now the generosities slowed down to the point where money is the

important fway] one can reach others. A lot of them have money, but they

don't want to share or they really can't share. They have reasons that they

can't do it because they have car payments and home fpayments].

Especially now the homes, líke my daughter over here, she has to pay

three hundred and some dollars a month, which used to be free. The house

was built andfree, but now it's not. They have to pay for ít. I don't know

when they'll start sayíng that I gotta pay for my house. One of the band's,

they call ít. Band houses and it [was] built when they weren't registered.

So I'm living in one of those, but they will try to charge me eventually.

They wíll come along and say that I have to pay. The welfare program

takes care of that to help me out So generosity of care and giving and

appreciation and vocally voiced appreciation they've slowed down in our

community, but it's still there.

One of the other elder in the community criticized money from the government. In the

past, an Indian agent had shown up at her house and she recounted some of her

conversation with him. She (F3-02) told him,

I grew up on a reservation with nty parents. They were poor. There was no

money coming in, nothing, until the family allowance cante in. We were

getting frve dollars a child. We were líving in log houses. We were

happy!... What the government did, they came in and they started to give
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and give and give and any pride we had you fthe government] stripped us

of all the pride we had. You [the government] mad.e us into beggars.

we're going around with our hand out waiting for the next government

cheque that's coming, waíting for something. we were never taught

anything... You stripped us of anything that was any decent in our lives.

Community members giving money to each other was another controversial topic.

Community members differed on whether the gift of money was appropriate.

Most of the older community members did not like the gift of money. One referred to it

as "frog's back" or "reptile skin," which indicated his mistrust of it in giving (FM3-01)

and his problem with money was that, "Some just use money, [and] money doesn't mean

too much." Money does not reflect any of the feelings that should be associated with

giving as it is impersonal. On the other hand, an elderly woman had incorporated it with

ease into one of her forms of giving. "If you hear about somebody in need, then you like

to go and help. I always say the best way is to give them some money because you don't

know exactly what they need. Just give them money," she (F3-01) said. F3-01 was the

only person in the older groups that iiked to give money. The younger people accepted

money as a way to give with much more ease. They discussed their parents or friends

giving them money, for gas or whatever, as examples of everyday generosity. One of the

younger community members discussed being given money when her father passed

away. She felt honoured by it; she saw the money as a way for community members and

family friends to show their respect for her father. To her, it symbolized how he had

touched their lives.

Generosity still serves this purpose in the community; however, elder community

members argue it does so to a lesser extent. Many community members' stories involved
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helping each other in the past, whether it was sharing food or helping chop wood for

others. Often this helped ensure the survival of the community. Many community

members shared stories of their families' feeding or eating with other families or

individuals in need. The needy included men living alone, those with poor health, and

those suffering or those who had suffered from addiction. Often this help was more than

just being friendly, as community members relied on it for survival. Community

members would also talk about inviting people in who were passing by if it was near

meal time, or coûtmunity members would show up at one's house near meal time

knowing that they would be fed. This no longer occurs as frequently nowadays.

According to the Oxford English Dictionary (The New Shorter OED i993: 2274-

2275), political refers to "pubiic life and affairs as involving authority and

government....acting according to... the interests of status and authority." Deliberately, I

avoided asking any impiicit questions concerning political aspects as, in my experience,

such discussions often become sidetracked into debates about current and past chiefs and

councils, thus the political implications of generosity were only briefly discussed within

the interviews. One interview question focused on the potential misuse of generosity.

Only one community member discussed leaders in the community who would misuse

their power by being generous only with their family members. Community members

discussed respect and generosity, which have political implications based on the above

dictionary definition.

Community members discussed earning respect within the community by being

generous and respect was given to those seen to be generous. One of the men, FM3-01,

discussed receiving a feather for his generosity when he was younger. While one could
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rclate this to an increased status within the community, he did not seem to. Rather he

related his generosity to his grandmother as she was the one who told him to be generous.

He (FM03-0i) stated, "That day, she thanked me with hot tea and I drank that tea and she

told me 'don't forget from this day fofh you're going to put a feather on your head.'

That's the first feather I ever got. To me, that was generosity by my grandparent. [They]

taught me to bring that meat over along with the wood because they couldn't help

themselves."

This same individual, FM3-01, talked about being "recognized by your own

community and plus other various communities." This comment was made in relation to

giveaways and the importance for him and his wife to be viewed as traditional people.

While no community member discussed their standing within the community, it does

seem that those who are generous are respected by others and thus have a greater

standing in Sioux Valley, even though this potential for higher status was not explicitly

verbalized. The importance of remaining humble may be a reason for why people did not

discuss the prestige gained from generosity. One of the women interviewed (F2-02)

stated, "We are not supposed to be talking about what we do for other people because

that is something you are not supposed to do. Just mentioning, 'Oh, I did this for that

person. oh, I did this,' my grandpa used to say, if you do that, it doesn't count." In this

section, I examine how generosity affects social relationships between individual

community members and at a community level. Between community members generosity

establishes ties and strengthens reiationships with kin and the community at large.

Because the emphasis of generosity was on helping others, it heiped solidify relationships

within the community. Residents of Sioux Valley knew they could rely on each other in
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difficult times. Generosity helps establish identity among the community as the

importance of being generous is attributed to the importance of being Dakota

The social implications of generosity became apparent once conÌmunity members

started telling stories and providing examples of generosity. As discussed in the previous

chapter (community perspective), the community member's interviewed view generosity

not in terms of giving, rather it was discussed in terms of heiping others and being there

(supporting others). Giving becomes the by-product not the motive of generosity, which

is helping and supporting others. The two motives behind generosity are social motives

and therefore impact social relationships within the community.

Almost all community members discuss generosity in social terms. To the

community members interviewed, generosity is not so much about giving as it is about

maintaining and creating social ties with each other in the community. Many community

members would discuss the importance of acknowledging each other with a smile, wave,

handshake, hug. Community members would include these actions as one way to show

generosity each day. Visiting, listening, supporting others through the giving of time was

also very important to the people interviewed.

Generosity creates a sense of community through ceremonies. A wake is the

mourning the loss of a family member, but the community pulls together, providing food

and sitting with the family so it becomes a conìmunity mourning the loss of a community

member. Flower days were a time to remember one's ancestors, but it was also a time for

elders to speak and community members to listen. It was also a time to feed and give to

those in need, while fulfilling spiritual requirements as well. Other giveaways, whether it

is a name giving or an adoption or a time to reflect on the past, to celebrate (or mourn),
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are a time to bring people together. Often during ceremonies, gifts are given to honour or

show respect to feilow community members.

Community members have support from other community members during times

of need, whether it is emotional support that they need or material items. Many

community members interviewed talked about generosity as a cycle; if you help someone

in need, someone will be there to help you in your time of need. The community

members provided many examples of this cycle. Community members did not focus on

whether the same person would help you; rather, someone in the community would be

there to help. Interestingly, when a community member did provide an example of being

helped after she had helped someone, she did not connect the two actions; instead, she

emphasized how grateful and shocked she was when her neighbour showed up with

groceries at the time when she needed them.

Although no one related their giving as a reason for their receiving, they discussed

the importance of helping those in need and provided many examples of when someone

had helped them in their time of need or when someone had been generous for more

intangible reasons such as to honour or to show respect.

Showing honour and respect was an important aspect of giving. one way to

honour someone was to name a child after them. In an interview, an elder discussed how

her mother had been a midwife and one of the women she helped had named a daughter

after her. Personal examples are that one of my uncles was named after the doctor who

helped my grandma during her delivery and later the honour of naming his sister, my

aunt, was given to the attending nurse.
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Generosity as a shared value within Dakota culture, especially Sioux Valley, seems to

contribute to community members' identity as Dakota. Community members view

generosity as an important value and they see it as part of being Dakota and as part of

their identity. Many community members referred to generosity as a "way of life" and

discussed it in terms of being Dakota. One of the men discussed generosity as part of

being Dakota throughout his interview. He (M3-01, 5) believed that the loss of language

has resulted in the "slowing down" of generosity and he (M3-01) said, "The Dakota

language is based on generosity and if we don't do nothing about it, our generosity of

community it wouldn't be there anymore." He (M3-01) discussed what it meant to be

Dakota, "That you are everything that has to be a part of life. .. Being Dakota is this and

being Dakota is that. Like there is so much Dakota in itself. Its word means being

together, being what we are, being relatives. Some say that we are an ally to one another.

V/e played the role of being an ally to different tribes and still fwere] who we are in our

own cofirmunity."

Interestingly A Dakota - English Dictíonary by Riggs (1992: 106) defines Dakora

as "feeiing affection for" or "friendly." Being a relative meant that you were expected to

take care of each other; help and support each other. It also provided a sense of

belonging. M3-01 talked about being a youth and filiing his grandfather's pipe for him as

his grandfather and other elders would sit and talk. He said that, while he filled the pipe

and took the occasional drag, he would learn. And about these experiences he said, "And

that's their generosity of making friends and relatives and their grandson and their

families and keeping them together." It was during these conversations that M3-01

learned what it meant to be Dakota and also established family ties. Creating identity and
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a feeling of community brings residents together and makes the community a stronger

and more harmonious place.

All community members agreed that generosity was important in Sioux Valley

and all community members discussed it in terms of helping each other and being there

or supporting each other. Similar examples were given when discussing everyday giving

including sharing food, helping when you see a need, and waving or smiling at other

community members. The same ceremonies were discussed: wakes, memorials, flower

days, and other giveaways. The intangibie forms of giving were seen as being just

important as was the material forms of giving. The common features of the interviews

indicated that generosity is well understood in Sioux Valley and continues to be

important. However, the interviews also revealed some differences of opinion.

These differences were between the different age goups and between males and

females. The biggest difference of opinion between the younger people and the older

interviewees revolved around money and whether or not it was an acceptable form of

giving. The older generations were wary of it and did not believe it was an acceptable

form of giving while the younger generation was much more comfortable with it. Only

one of the eldest community members agreed with the younger people and included it as

a form of helping. A couple of explanations can explain these differences. The first

possibility is that the youngest generation were in their iate twenties or early thirties and

money has been apar1 of this generation's entire life. The older generations on the other

hand can recall a time when there was no money in the community, or at least much less.

In the past, community members did not give money because less value was placed on

money. Nowadays, if one runs out of groceries, they can either buy some within the
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conimunity or it is just a short drive to the next community to pick some up. In the past,

travel to the next community was more difficult and more infrequent, so community

members reiied on each other.

Community members have nicer items nowadays and money is required to

purchase most of these items. Gone are the days when people would stuff a rag into a pot

to keep it from leaking as was discussed by one of the elders. Today, it is easy and

relatively inexpensive to purchase a new set. Another reason why the younger generation

may accept the giving of money is that they are still young and starting out. Both of the

women interviewed in the youngest generation had to take care of young families. They

are newer in their careers or are at home taking care of their children. They tend to have

more needs. The older generation, on the other hand, had older children, who may or may

not live with them anymore, and they tended to be more settled in their careers or they

were retired. Many of these community members even discussed that they no longer had

needs. They discussed that, when they were younger and they had small children, they

were often given groceries, but now they no longer relied on that. Honouring them was

now the main reason behind the generosity afforded to them.

While unequai numbers of men and women were interviewed, there was a

distinguishable difference between the natures of their interviews. The women tended to

answer the questions in a straightforward manner. Their stories were direct examples of

generosity either in everyday situations or in ceremonial situations. While the men's

discussions paralleled the women in many ways, they were different. While the women

touched on the spiritual elements of generosity, the men's discussions tended to be very

spiritual in nature. Men's stories also tended to be more abstract. It took more reflection
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and analysis to see how the story fit into generosity. This was, in part, because of the

spiritual nature of their discussions. Another reason was that the men tended to talk more

broadly about generosity. One of the men discussed Dakota history and the Minnesota

Uprising and linked it back to generosity. Men tended to discuss generosity from what

their expectations were. They taiked about chopping wood or sitting at a wake. Women

tended to give both examples. They discussed chopping wood or sitting at a wake as

being generous and they would talk about the group of men that sat with families during

wakes but they would also discuss their (the female) role of generosity like preparing

food, taking care of family members. It would seem that men's role in generosity changes

over time. The men discussed hunting, fishing and chopping wood when they were

younger. Now that they are older, younger men fulfill this role. The men now discuss

sharing their wisdom and time with others. These are more intangible forms of giving

and so their more abstract discussion of generosity parallels this. Whiie older women

will share wisdom and time with others, they are still more actively involved in the more

tangible forms of generosity. Women are still responsible for meals and groceries, so

their role in generosity has remained somewhat the same.

In summary, generosity is still important in the community and is stiil practiced in

similar ways as it was in the past. Acts of everyday generosity are stiil practiced. F2-0L

(5) stated, "I think it is still the same. People that have an extra item, you know, they give

it away." Young men still hunt and share with elders and others in the community who

do not have the same access to meat. Ceremonies and giveaways have retained their

importance and occur often. The continued importance of generosity is in large part due

to the spiritual nature of generosity. F2-01 said, "We will continue doing it because it is
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very important to our laws that the Creator gave us, [which] was to be generous and if we

are not, we will not go to Indian heaven."

Generosity is still an important part of social networking; creating and

maintaining friendships and kinship ties. Youth are taught to be generous with role

modeis still being parents, grandparents and other elders in the community. School has

taken a roie in the teaching of generosity. other changes have occurred too.

Many community members discussed how generosity in the past was done for

survival but no longer needed for that. For better or worse, money now has a piace

in giving. Another difference is that the money economy and the introduction of

government aid in the form of welfare have taken over the survival function of generosity

and not all community members are happy about this. While generosity is no longer

necessary for survival it still provides to those in need whether it is materially or

emotionally. Generosity's role in Sioux Valley is still thriving and will continue to do so

as it still helps those in need and as its social and spiritual functions remain important.
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Chapter 6: Discussion and conclusions

Before returning to my research questions, I believe it is important to consider the

fact that there is no specific term for generosity in Dakota. Community members were

asked for a single word in Dakota that referred to generosity and interestingly people

used different terms. Terms used by community members included wawokiye, meaning to

help without getting back (F2-01); M2-01 tsedwaonshida, defining it as to have pity

(M2-01), and one man (FM3-01) offered ohanpi ( ye) as being generous. Riggs' Dakota-

English Dictionary's definitions of these words are: "to help;to be with, to accompany"

(544), "merciful, gracious" (527) and "to be generous, liberal" (353) respectively. The

nebulous nature of these concepts is also reflected in lists of vaiues and virtues on a

Lakota website (www.lakhota.com 2008) where wacante oganake is used by two sources,

Birgil Kilis Straight and Sinte Gleska University in Rosebud South Dakota, to mean "to

help, to share, to give, to be generous" while another, Joseph Marshall III (previously

quoted above in the section on spirituality), uses canteyuke-"To give, to share, to have a

heaÍt." Interestingly, the last two lists, provided by George Plenty Wolf and David Little

Elk, use wo(a)wokíy¿ to mean "to be helpful without waiting to be asked" and

"generosity" respectively, Related Dakota terms, as defined by Riggs are canteyukan,

meaning "to have a heart, be benevolent" (94) andwawokiya (see above) (544). This later

term is also used in the Dakota school curriculum to denote generosity or sharing. In my

opinion, Dakota are very aware of the concepts of giving, sharing and helping that

comprise different aspects of generosity, but they are so pervasive that they cannot be

embodied by a single word. Regardless of the words they use, a Dakota's perception of

generosity is clearly somewhat different from the magnanimity, willingness to forgive
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and munificence that permeate the Oxford English Dictionary definition (The New

Shorter OED: 1Ol4).

The ways in which generosity was discussed by interviewed community

members, resonate with those expressed in the literature that relates to Dakota life and

teachings. So, not only do these factors contribute to a community definition of what

generosity is, but they also affirm what a Dakota perspective of generosity is. As I now

discuss each of my research questions, I will attempt to ground the responses of the

community members within a wider Dakota perspective and an even broader

anthropological and sociological miiieu, noting both similarities and differences.

What forms does generosity take in Sioux Valley?

Generosity appears in many forms though it may be divided into broad categories

tangible and intangible. Tangible forms of generosity are material items. Community

members discussed the importance of sharing if you had extra. Brendtro et al (58) states,

"...property was not acquired for conspicuous consumption but to be better able to help

others." Hassrick (37) states about the Dakota, "A man must take pity on orphans, the

crippled, and the old. If you have more than one of anything, you should give it away to

help these persons." Community members often discussed being stingy or hording as the

opposite of being generous. Brendtro et al (57) states, o'To accumulate property for its

own sake was disgraceful."

Intangible forms of giving are non material items or are more symbolic in nature.

Brokenleg (68) states, "Generosity comes in many forms. You can see it every day in

simple human behaviors such as giving compliments and showing respect. ... To be
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patient, to listen, to share a smile, a joke, or even ateàr are powerful gifts in a culture

where abrasiveness, ridicule, and poor manners are so common."

Based on interviews and personal experiences, generosity may be described in

two ways: helping others and being there for others. No community member defined

generosity outright as helping and being there; rather, they would provide examples and

tell stories along these lines. Once I started looking at the interview transcripts, I could

see common trends. Everyone talked about giving when there was a need or they would

talk about how they were helped or the importance of helping. Helping others tends to be

seen as more tangible, hands on, and can be seen in the community as the giving and

sharing of material items.

During interviews, community members would refer to their role models and they

would recall their role models explaining to them the importance of "being good to

others" or "being there for others." These phrases seemed to be similar in meaning and

seem to incorporate the more intangible aspects of giving and they include the notion of

supporting one another. Being there for others or being good to others was used by

community members when they were discussing the more intangible aspects of

generosity. This form of generosity is based on supporting others in the community

emotionally, morally, and mentaliy. It manifests in the community through the giving of

non material items such as the giving of time, visiting. Being there for others includes

sharing in a feeling, whether it is mourning the loss of a community member, celebrating

or showing appreciation. Being there for others and helping others are separate; however

they overlap in different circumstances and often go together.
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Where and when does generosity occur?

Giving is recognized as occurring in many situations. Hassrick (37) states, "Not

only was spontaneous and informai gift-giving carried out continually, but innumerable

ceremonial occasions were provided which made possible the even more dramatic

'giveaway'." In Sioux Valley, being there for others and helping others occur in either

formal or informal situations. Informal situations are those situations that occur every day

and are more spontaneous or unplanned. Brendtro et al (57) states, "People engaged in

gift giving upon the least provocation; children brought food to their elder's tipis, and

women made useful and artistic presents for orphans and widows." Formal situations are

ceremonies or occasions. They tend to be planned and follow rules of expectations. Both

being there and helping can be found in either situation and may occur together or

separately.

The biggest motives for informal giving are helping those in need and sharing if

you have extra. There are many types of ceremonies and each are performed for different

reasons. Wakes are the result of a death in the community, memorials occur one year

after someone has passed away and flower day tends to occur around the beginning of

June. There is no single day put aside, but different religious denominations (e.g.

Anglicans, Roman Catholics) will each choose a particular Sunday for the ceremony.

Other common ceremonies like name givings and adoptions (or the making of a relative

as cortmunity members refer to it) occur when the opportunity presents itself. There are

also those ceremonies that are only practiced by the more traditional members of the

community. So while it may seem that ceremonies are infrequent within the community,

one must rccognize that many of these ceremonies, such as memorials, wakes, name
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givings, adoptions and other ceremonies are put on by individual families and attended by

the community. Throughout ayear, many families may have their own giveaway and so,

at a community level, many ceremonies may take place within a year.

Generosity changes somewhat with the seasons. Men give meat or fish depending

on the season and there are different ceremonies associated with different times of the

year. Flower days, the Sun Dance, and powwows occur once a year in the community.

Community feasts may be held in the spring or fall. F2-02 explained the meaning behind

both of these feast and she said, "in the spring, it's giving thanks for coming through the

winter hardships and asking for help too for the summer and toward the fall." In the fall,

she would give thanks for the warm season and then asking for help for a good winter.

Is generosity more likely to occur between certain people? How is it related to

family life?

I found that generosity occurs between community members, family, friends, and

visitors. Community members discussed giving with people outside of the community,

but that is beyond the scope of this project. Within the community, there is the possibility

that community members have many ties to each other. By this I mean that Sioux Valley

was founded by a small number of tamilies. This impacts in several ways. As these

families still make up a iarge part of Sioux Valley, many people consider themselves

related, are easily able to find links with each other and, at the very least, share a coÍìmon

history. Thus, they fall into several categories of kin for these reasons. New families have

moved in and people have married outside of the community, but most people at Sioux

Valley have other relatives in the community. It would be misieading to say that
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everyone in the community gets along and thus shares or gives to each other. Having the

same famiiies continue to live at Sioux Valley has obviously led to certain ones not

getting along with others. This shared history, combined with local politics, means that

not all families are close; however, this is not surprising and not unique to Aboriginal

communities. I have yet to find a community (small town) in which every family gets

along with every other family.

In the giving literature, kinship distance is a major focus of the gift exchange. The

closer that individuals are, the more generous they are to each other. Sahlins' discussion

of kinship is based on his study of what he classifies as "primitive society." Sahlins' use

of kin is very broad and includes people who know each other and have formed any

relationship. To Sahlins, kin and non kin is very black and white. One is either friend or

foe (Sahlins: 196).

Sahlins' notion of kin can be applied two ways in Sioux Valley. It can be applied

broadly to the whole community of Sioux Valley and even the Siouan people. There is

the obligation to take care of all those in your community. Within Sioux Valley,

community members provide rides for those who are without, they share waves and

smiles. They also support each other at ceremonies such as wakes. Kin can also be

appiied to who is considered a relative.

Relatives in Dakota society are seen differently than in mainstream society. As

with most other populations, community members often recognize another as a relative if

they know of a common ancestor. However, in Dakota society, the degree of separation

between relatives is not distinguished. Distant relatives are still considered relatives;

there is no such thing as second cousins or being once removed. You are a grandparent,
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aunt or uncle, or a cousin. For people who are not related, there are mechanisms that exist

to incorporate them. According to Howard (1984:88), "If a family has no actual kinfolk

at a certain reserve, often a fictive kinship bond wili be established between the heads of

two patrilineages, and the family members will exchange visits at their reserve's

powwows." There is an example of a community member adopting a non community

member as a relative in Waziyatawin Angela Wilson's book Remember This.In

Remember This,Eli Taylor, a community member, recounts a story of a medicine woman

helping an Indian agent's wife who is sick. The medicine woman adopts the Indian

agent's wife as a cousin prior to treating her. wilson (2005: 175) explains the

significance of Eli Taylor's story. She (Wilson: 175) states, "When the medicine woman

met the agent's wife whom she has been asked to help, she explainedto (lnkanna,her

(adopted) grandfather: "'we as Indian people don't go by names. we commute [sic] to

one another through our relations." Wilson (175) goes on to state, "By so doing, she

solidified her obligations to the woman, because kinship also requires responsibility."

Ella Deloria expiains the responsibilities of kinship. Deloria (1943:20) states, "The

dictates of kinship demanded of relatives that they not harm each other; so it was

necessary first to make relatives of erstwhile strangers, thus putting them 'on the spot,'

and then dealing with them on that basis. You assumed that as relatives they would be

trustwofhy, and by the same token you obiigated yourself."

Friends are important in Western society. According to Komter and Vollebergh

(756), "Compared with Sahlins' primitive society, friends arc atleast as emotionally

close as family members outside the circle of primary relationships." Friends were

mentioned in day to day giving, but for the most part friends were rarely referred to. In
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part, I did not ask community members specifically about generosity towards friends, and

community members did not specify the role of friends in reiation to generosity. While

the role of family is obvious, the role of friend is not as clear. Family plays a vital role in

generosity in both receiving the generosity from other family members and family work

together to save for giveaways and then help at giveaways. Friends seem to participate in

everyday giving. but it is not known what their role in ceremonies is. Friends are

sometimes the recipients of a giveaway, but it is not known whether they would also help

save towards a giveaway. The role of family may be a reason for the limited discussion

on generosity. It may become difficult to distinguish between a relative and a friend in a

small community where it is easy to find relatives and fairly easy to form kin ties.

Visitors have a special place within generosity in Sioux Valley. Many of my

interviewees discussed the need to be hospitable to visitors and strangers. This concept

remains, however, it was noted that the presentation of a gift to a visitor or the

understanding that a dinner guest wouid take their plate and leftovers with them was not

current practice. Komter too (176) refers to the fact that hospitality has changed over time

with strangers no longer "needing" the supports that would have been more necessary in

ancient times.

Komter's work describes modern western society in comparison to much of the

giving literature, which has focused on hunting and gathering or "archaic", "primitive"

groups. What these latter groups have in coÍrmon with Sioux Valiey is that gift giving

fulfills many functions. Sioux Valley seems to have similarities with societies where

giving is more holistic; however, it is also influenced by western society.
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How does generosity affect formations and functions of social relationships?

As a preface to the discussion on how generosity affects the formation and

functions of sociai relationships, I will now further describe my findings with respect to

particular aspects of generosity, specifically the spiritual, economic and political.

The spiritual function of generosity in Sioux Valley is still very important. Joseph

Marshall III explained it was important for the Lakota to be generous as the Creator had

been generous to them. Community members did not link generosity directly to the

Creator; however, no questions relating to spirituality were included in the interview

questions. That being said, the spiritual components of generosity were often discussed

by community members. Like the Dakota, Elmer Ghostkeeper relates giving with

spirituality. Ghostkeeper believes that giving is "Chicken soup for the soul." He states

"Food for the spirit consisted of gifts of the powers of giving, receiving, and sharing."

(Ghostkeeper:72) There is no doubt that the spiritual function of generosity remains

very important within the community. People who were Christian, traditional or a mix of

both tended to discuss the importance of generosity and linked their spiritual beliefs with

generosity. The spiritual functions of generosity are significant and deserve special

attention, but that is not within the scope of this project.

The economic role of generosity is changing. The distribution of weaith in the

past was essentiai for community member's survival. Currently, with the introduction of

a money economy and government aid, generosity is no longer needed for survival

though it is still used to distribute weaith.

People no longer have to rely on other community members for survival. The

introduction of money and government aid has also meant that community members no
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longer rely on each other for meals or their other needs. The widespread use of vehicles

ensures that it is relatively easy to get around the community or get to nearby

communities for supplies. Community members seemed concerned about these changes.

It is interesting that community members are reluctant to accept these changes as

government aid and the greater reiiance on money is no different than in the rest of

Canada. In a welfare state, the onus is on the government to take care of its citizens.

Ideally, community members no longer have to rely on the "whim" of someone else to

help them as they are assured they will be taken care of if they are in need. However

community members seemed to "miss" having to take care of each other. Endicott

provides a potential explanation. Endicott studied the Batek in Malaysia. One of the

groups had switched from a hunting and gathering subsistence where there was the

obligation to share all foods collected or hunted to a farming subsistence where crops

were seen to be individually owned. Endicott discusses how it was difficult for these

groups to make the shift. Endicott (I27) states, "Yet giving up that set of ideas and

practices would be psychologicaliy very difficult for them to do, as the obligation to

share food is one of the fundamental components of Batek self-identity and one of the

main bonds that link Batek families together as a society." In Sioux Valley, the function

of generosity to distribute wealth also served other functions. Sharing with community

members in need was part of being a good Dakota and it was an opportunity for creating

or maintaining sociai bonds with others. It seems that community members feel

threatened because, not only is the economic roie of generosity changing (lessening), but

it is affecting the social function of generosity and ultimately what it means to be Dakota.
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The lack of political discussion as it relates to generosity is interesting. The

omission of political discussion may be a resuit of my not including any political

questions within the interviews. If this was case, there should similarly have been limited

discussion of the spiritual and economic functions of generosity as no interview questions

directly pertained to them.

Perhaps community members did not discuss the political implications of

generosity because the community now elects a chief, so a leader is no longer seiected

based on his or her generosity. Another reason may be that, as M2-01discussed, leaders

in the past have been very generous to family and that is not true generosity as a truly

generous leader would be generous to all community members, specifically those in need.

In the past, leaders were expected to be generous; however, leaders did not gain

power because of their generosity and a leader's power was somewhat limited. Leaders

led through example and they held influence but no real power. People were free to make

their own decisions. Being considered generous gave community members prestige and

earned them respect, but did not give them the right to coerce others.

The iack of examples of misuse of generosity in my interviews may be a result of

small sample size or that this information is hard to iliicit in this fashion. Although most

of the community members accepted that generosity had the potentiai to be misused,

many of them thought it could not and would not happen in Sioux valley. They

commented that people either never gave at all or that, if someone was generous, Sioux

Valley was too small a community for them to use generosity inappropriately without

being found out.
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The social fabric that allows the type of generosity to exist is one that essentialiy

prevents the system from developing into a power struggle. In essence, two related

factors prevent generosity from being misused in this community. One is that generosity

is a virtue and the other is that a good Dakota is not just generous, but possesses other

virtues. Principles of humility, compassion, respect, wisdom and courage, ail of which

Dakota hold in high esteem would not easily allow members to place opportunities for

personal gain above the needs of the community as a whoie. They would not see the use

of power to benefit family or friends as generosity, at ail, but rather as an attempt to curry

favour.

So how does generosity affect the formation and function of social relationships?

Community members discussed many social implications of generosity. Generosity was

not discussed so much as giving, but as helping others and supporting others or being

good to others. At the very base of generosity, the social functions and implications are

clear. Generosity is about taking care of those around you. Through generosity, social ties

or relationships are created and maintained. As generosity within the community was my

focus, discussion on the creation of social ties was rather limited. Social ties are

maintained between family, friends and other community members in informal and

formal settings. Generosity is based on the recognition of other people's needs and wants,

which leads to feelings of gratitude on the part of the receiver. Gratitude and the culturai

expectation of generosity fuel the cycle of generosity, which in turn strengthens social

relationships within the community.

Recognition of the other is a necessary prerequisite of generosity. Community

members emphasized the importance of helping someone in need even before they asked
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for help. According to Komter (i95), "It contains the moral basis for the development of

social ties and solidarity because its implicit assumption is the recognition of the other

person as a potential ally." Recognition of the other is thinking about the needs of the

recipient when being generous, and it could be argued that it is the catalyst that starts

generosity. She (196) argues that, "Without recognition of the person and his or her

identity no reciprocal exchange is possible."

Through gift giving, the identity of both the giver and receiver is revealed

(Komter:7).

True generosity often comes at the giver's personal expense, though someone raised with

the ideals of generosity would not view it as such, nor think of it as an expense or a ioss.

Gratitude is another important mechanism in creating and maintaining social ties.

If recognition of the other starts generosity, then gratitude helps it keep going and further

strengthens ties. When asked how they felt when someone had been generous to them,

community members often described it in terms of gratitude. One woman (F3-01) was so

grateful to a neighbor in the past that she referred to her as "my angel." Komter (56)

describes gratitude as, "In our coÍlmonsense thinking about gratitude, we are inclined to

think of it as a warm and nice feeling directed toward someone who has been benevolent

to us." Komter goes on to argue that feelings of gratitude lead to the recipient of the gift

becoming the giver. She (Komter,2005:57) states, "Beneath these warm feelings reside

an imperative force, a force that compels us to return the benefit we have received."

While Gouldner acknowledges the importance of gratitude he does not feel that it

automatically means a return gift will be made. Gouldner (231) states, "It must, however,

avoid the 'Pollyanna Fallacy' which optimistically assumes that structures securing
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'satisfactions' from others will invariably be 'grateful' and will always reciprocate."

Gouldner argues that giving as part of one's belief system is why someone returns a gift

and it is therefore what contributes to social relationships. One returns a gift and

subsequently creates or maintains social ties because there would be consequences for not

doing so. Gouldner (274) goes on to discuss that the failure to return a gift may result in

resentment or hostility.

Uitimately generosity maintains social ties because of the back and forth of giving

and receiving. Komter (117) states, "Because this obligation alternates between the

parties involved in exchange, durable sociai bonds and networks are created enabling

patterns of reciprocal exchange to come into existence." Gouldner argues that reciprocity

contributes to maintaining social ties because giving and receiving as part of one's belief

system fulfilis one's obligation to society. Gouldner (250) states, "In sum, the norm of

reciprocity requires that if others have been fulfilling their status duties to you, you in

turn have an additional or second-order obligation (repayment) to fulfill your status duties

to them. In this manner, the sentiment of gratitude joins forces with the sentiment of

rectitude and adds a safety-margin in the motivation to conformity." While generosity in

Sioux Valley is practiced because it is part of their belief system, no cofitmunity member

discussed being generous because someone had been generous to them. From the

interviews alone, community members discussed the generous actions of others as being

based on need. Everyday generous acts were discussed as if they were somewhat

spontaneous and not tied to previous acts of generosity.

One of the issues is that, in the literature, the focus of the give and take and the

eventual return is between the same two people. In Sioux Valley, this template does not
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apply.As a value within the community, generosity is always occurring and has occurred

since time immemorial. Vardey and Daila (89) state it succinctly, "No one is the

originator, and any generous act is part of a continuum." Community members are

brought up to be generous within a community where this already occurs frequently.

Peter Kulchyski discusses reciprocity in a small Inuit community in his article s¿x

gestures. He discusses how in this community peopie help each other in need without

regard of repayment because Kulchyski (2006:164) states, "sooner or later these givings

and takings will balance out." One does not worry about whether or not they are

indebted to someone or if someone is indebted to them. Kulchyski (164) states, "what is

given will come back, what is taken will be returned. in the time that is given. if not in

my time, in my children's. or my children's children's. so i may give food. i may take

food. i may, through this giving and taking, bind myself in a small way and free myself in

a small way."

In Sioux Valley, community members interviewed discussed generosity as

helping others and supporting others or, in the words of community members, it is about

being there and being good to others. For community members, it is not about the gift,

but rather what the gift symbolizes-solidarity. While generosity can start a relationship

in a single event, it is the continuous generosity within the community of Sioux Valley

that maintains and strengthens social ties.

Only the positive social implications of giving were discussed. This was, in part,

because my focus was on the positive and because community members did not mention

any negative social consequences of generosity. For example, no interviewee discussed

the exclusion of community members who were not generous and no one mentioned
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receiving a gift with negative connotations. This is not to suggest that negative aspects of

giving do not exist there-favouritism and nepotism can occur in Sioux Valley as in any

other community-but rather that the community members focused on how generosity

positively affected relationships within the community.

I can appreciate that much of the anthropology and sociology literature is on

giving and not on generosity. In another dimension, Mauss and Sahlins focus on giving

and reciprocity in "primitive" or "archaic" societies and others discuss the importance of

giving in hunting and gathering group, while Komter focuses on giving within

mainstream western society. Sioux Valley does not seem to fit either of these two groups.

One could not consider Sioux Valtey community members as hunter and

gatherers. Neither is it acceptable to classify societies as "primitive" or "archaic."

However, the concept of the continuation of traditional lifestyles is not an inappropriate

way to discuss giving and generosity. In Sioux Valley, as in these non-western groups,

giving fulfills many functions within the community, but its role is not without change.

The spiritual role of generosity remains very strong as does the social role of generosity;

however, it has less of an economic role than in the past.

Although the importance of kin is similar to that of more traditional societies, it

could be argued that this is also true in mainstream society. There are men and women

who, because of their wealth or their education, have the means to withdraw from the

more usual "obligations and dependencies inherent in family relationships" (Komter and

Vollebergh: 7 56). Such peopie, especially if they have moved away from their home

communities, may well rely more on friends for their social interactions, including gift
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exchanges. For many people, however, family continues to play an essential role in

giving.

Hospitality was discussed extensively by authors focusing on traditional societies.

It was also an important aspect of generosity in Sioux Valley. Komter discusses that the

importance of hospitaiity is decreasing as the number of "strangers" in our midst is

increasing. As people move away from family into larger urban centers, the idea of taking

care of strangers becomes almost scary. One is surrounded by strangers. As Komter (I77)

puts it, "Hospitality has become depersonalized and commercialized and has lost its

original moral meaning of being obliged to take care of the needs of your fellow human

beings, whoever they may be."

The types of giving Komter discusses differ from examples provided by Sioux

Valley community members. Komter inciudes both material and nonmaterial items as

parts of giving, focusing on volunteering, donating to charity and blood donations. While

one couid consider such actions as replacements for the acts that formed part of the social

interactions of earlier societies, it could be questioned that they do not necessarily meet a

strict definition of generosity. Such examples of giving do not necessarily have to help

people in need, or, if they do, the recipient of that help is often far removed from the act

of giving. On the other hand, examples of generosity provided by community members

tended to be personal and stressed the importance of helping those in need or being good

to others.

While the practice of generosity in Sioux Valley shares conìmon elements with

more traditional societies, there is no doubt that it has also been influenced by western

ideas as well. Peopie in Sioux Valley participate in diverse employment opportunities and
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they are part of the money economy. Compared to the past, greater emphasis is placed on

objects and money. Big screen televisions, all terrain vehicles, and video-gaming

consoles are coÍtmon in the community. While, at one time, community members would

have given away anything, this is no longer as widely practiced. However, some

expensive items had been given away by at least some of my interviewees. One

community member discussed selling items in order to save for a memorial ceremony,

which would include a feast and a giveaway. Although they had sold many items at a

yard sale, they kept their gaming consoles because of their children. Community

members own more material goods than they did in the past. Many objects are now more

expensive and cannot easily be replaced, especially by famiiies with limited resources.

Thus there have been shifts in expectations of what people may give away to others. The

value placed on material items and the desire to own more has increased everywhere. The

changes in Sioux Valley are thus, in part, a reflection of changes in society at large;

however, in my opinion, the value of people still outweighs that of material items in this

community.

Generosity remains a core value in Sioux Valley and is constantly occurring

within the community in both formal and informal situations. It may involve either

tangible (material) or intangible (non material) items. Community members support each

other through their attendance at different ceremonies and giveaways. They also help

each other day-to-day by providing rides, meals or whatever else arises as a need. Family

and friends also play an important role in generosity. Families are responsible for

teaching children to be generous. Friends and family members are those peopie that you

can always rely on when in need, whether one needs to borrow flour or just someone to
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talk to. The economic function of generosity has somewhat diminished. This is due, in

part, to the widespread use of money in the community, as well as to the introduction of

govemment aid. The spiritual function of generosity is still essential and its importance

does not seem to have been diminished by the introduction of Christianity. While many

community members continue to practice their traditional beliefs, many others consider

themselves Christian; in fact, the majority seem to have amalgamated the two beliefs into

one. The social functions of generosity, however, still remain paramount.

At its essence, generosity is social. Generosity is about being a community; it is

about helping and supporting each other. Generosity strengthens relationships between

community members, families, and friends. Recognizing what another needs is key to

estabiishing and strengthening relationships. Feelings of gratitude are also important in

continuing the cycle of generosity. Both of these characteristics were discussed by

community members. Community members also linked generosity to being a good

Dakota. The cycle of generosity or the constant flow of generosity within the community

ensures that relationships will be constantly strengthened. ln my opinion, this grounding

of generosity within a Dakota perspective discourages its misuse as a tool for personal

gain or power.

Although I believe that this project on generosity has proven to be a valuable

piece of research in its own right, several areas could be deserving of further

examination. First, the spiritual component of generosity is clearly very important and

could be explored in greater depth. I did not include any questions relating specifically to

the spiritual function of generosity, yet it was often discussed by community members.

Despite the sensitivity of this topic in this community and others, and the tensions that
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can exist, its importance to Dakota life would make it a worthwhile subject for a more in

depth review.

Second, the political implications of generosity could be further examined. Much

of the literature has focused on the negative aspects of giving. My informants found the

concept of misusing generosity as nonsensicai or counterintuitive. However, giving can

be used to gain or keep power, possessions or prestige. It can also become the means by

which people are excluded from cycies of sharing or greater involvement in the decision-

making processes. A future project might be to explore the relationships between politics

and generosity, if they exist, and elicit the views of a wide range of community members

on this topic.

Finally, opportunities exist to further capture the community's perspective on

generosity. My sample was small and only adults were interviewed for this project. It

would be interesting to include a youth perspective to see how it compares to the adults.

Many community members discussed the importance of teaching youth to be generous.

As part of one of my graduate courses, I organized a session on generosity with two

community members (not interviewees) and a group of grade ten students from Sioux

Valley. Although their opinions could not be included in this project , the comments and

ideas that the students expressed indicated that younger people, while having similar

ideas as to what formuiates generosity as their parents and grandparents' generations,

differences existed. As might be expected, young people's generous acts involved

primarily tangibie things, rather than the intangible and more spiritual aspects considered

important by older people. It would be valuable to determine if this merely reflects a
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maturation process or a cohort effect, though this would require long term longitudinal

observations.

The final aspect of my research must involve giving back to the community what

I have learned about the positive aspects of generosity and suggesting ways in which this

obvious strength can be used to enhance the wellbeing of individuals, families and the

community at large. When following an Aboriginal epistemology, an important part of

research is that it should have a positive benefit to the community. When discussing my

project with community members, some of the older people stressed the importance of

passing information on. One community member thought that generosity would be an

interesting topic for a book on Sioux Valley. While I am not sure that I am up to that task,

I do plan to share my thesis with the community, both in written form and, if desired,

through presentations and further discussion.

I chose to analyze the effects of generosity on social relationships in order to

demonstrate how generosity strengthens relationships and social networks and ultimately

how it could be used to further strengthen Sioux Valley or for that matter any other

community.

An obvious potential application of generosity is its inclusion in the formation of

organizations or other developments that further the goals and aspirations of

communities. Aboriginal communities are often seen as being full of turmoil. Chataway

(2002:77) states, "(Jnfortunately, social cohesion is low in many Aboriginal

communities. While factionalism is present in all political systems, the factionalism and

distrust that exist in Aboriginal communities may be deeper, given more than a century of

colonization." Chataway (77) discusses three key principles for success in development.
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The development process should be: "(1) consistent with cultural values, (2) focused

initiaily on building working relationships across groups, and (3) actively inclusive." In

my opinion, if, at the start of any development process at Sioux Valley, generosity was

included, it would help fuIfill all three of Chataway's principles. Vardey and Dalla Costa

(13) state, "Generosity, as an exercise of inclusiveness, can bridge misunderstandings or

alienation, and create connections despite disagreements." They go on to state, "With a

generous attitude the interdependencies become more apparent and of higher priority than

the disconnections." Vardey and Dalla Costa (L3-14) provide the ultimate insight into the

value of generosity:

To be open to others' beliefs and aspiratíons is to accord them the

generosity of validating their lives' experiences and desires. To stand with

other in distress or suffering is to provide hope for some regeneration.

Conflicts are not denied. Dffirences are not papered over. Anguish and

anger are not trivialized. Generosity does not yield ínstant peace,

harmony and tranquility. But it does keep problems from having the last

word.

Vardey and Dalla Costa (93-102) provide an example of a group using generosity

as a platform for The Anima Conference. Generosity was included in all parts of the

conference from the way meetings were conducted to the words used during discussions

and even where people stayed at night. Initial introductions took much longer as

everyone participated in prayer and a sharing circle. "Each person was honoured by

being first invited to share her ideas, feelings and insights about herself, her work, her

life, the challenges and changes happening to her, before contributing her particular

organizational expertise" (Vardey and Dalla Costa, 94). Vardey and Dalla Costa (94)

admit this process took much time, however; it "was anything but unproductive. Indeed,
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the last thirty minutes were so energized from the inclusiveness that decisions were made

quickly and unanimously while responsibilities were naturally assumed."

As I worked on this thesis, I was dismayed how Aboriginal communities yet again

were making the headlines because of tragedies such as the deaths of young children

through accident or violence or more mundane issues such as controversies over the

siting of a new casino or gas bar. Wouldn't we all prefer to read more about successful

Aboriginal enterprises and the economic prosperity they bring or about the latest

recipients of Aboriginal Achievement Awards?

It is easy to focus on the weaknesses of Sioux Valley and other Aboriginal

communities, but it is just as easy to focus on their strengths. The positive needs to be

portrayed more often, because it can engender hope and be a more effective path towards

change. Through my project, I was able to hear the voices of both women and men,

young aduits and more senior citizens. I now hope that, through their wisdom, these

community members may serve as role models to others, especially the youth. As with

my Grandmother, the actions, even more than the words, of the people I interviewed

demonstrated how much generosity was simpiy part of being Dakota. Generosity has

aiways been a cornerstone of Dakota existence and community members should be proud

of how well this tradition is maintained within Sioux Valley today. This paper serves as

an acknowledgment to Sioux Valley and the generous acts that occur there every day.

While being generous is innate for many in Sioux Valley that is no reason not to stress

what it is that makes the community, and the people within it, speciai.
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Appendix

Informed Consent Form

Research Proiect Title: An Exploration of Generosity at Sioux Valley and its effects on the Social

Fabric of the Community.

Researcher: Holly Alston

Sponsor: University of Manitoba

ttttll!lllll!llllttttlt¡ttttlltllllll!tttlllltl!rtrrlttttltrttrrtt¡rrl¡l!

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference, is only
part of the process of informed consent. lt should give you the basic idea of what the
research is about and what your participation will involve. lf you would like more detail about
something mentioned here, or the information not included here, you should feel free to ask.

,lls3r.".:1k".t¡.".TT.",t"o,'f."9.t1:t 
r'",':l:l[:H 

I", y19:r.ttl19,"ly.r.r:?Tp."lyylt'llîirSTgl; .

1. Purpose of Research

The purpose of this project is to examine what it means to be generous from a Dakota

perspective. ln particular I want to find out how generosity affects social relationships within

Sioux Valley.

2. Description of Procedure including nature, frequency and duration

lnterviews will be used to provide a voice to the community. Participants will be asked a

set of questions. This process should take between%to 2 hours. Participants may be asked to a
second interview and/or they may be asked to participate in a group discussion. At any point

they may decline.

3. Potential Risk

There is no risk involved in this study. Potential harm is no greater than that which one

might experience in the normal conduct of one's everyday life.

4. Description of Recording

lfyouallowit,ataperecorderwillbeusedduringinterviews. Theseinterviewswillalso

be transcribed (written down).

5. ldentity

Every attempt will be made to keep your identity anonymous. The only person who will

haveaccesstoyourrealidentitywill bemyself HollyAlston. lnterviewswill becoded. Thekey

for the code will be kept in a separate location than the interviews. All tape recordings and

interviews will be kept in a locked filing cabinet and any information stored on the computer will

be password protected. The only time your identity would be revealed by me is with your



written permission. However, complete anonymity cannot be guaranteed given that Sioux

Valley is a small community. Obviously, if you participate in a focus group, your identity will be

known to other members of the group.

6. Feedback

Feedbackwill beprovidedattheendoftheproject. Myfindingswillbepresentedata
community meeting in which all participants will be invited as well as other community

members. I will contact you either by phone or mail when a date has been reached to meet.

Also a written copy of my findings will be presented to the community once my project has been

completed.

7. Compensation

No compensation or remuneration will be provided. By signing this consent form you
understand that any participation is strictly voluntary.

llllll¡ll¡llttttllt¡tttlltll!lllt¡rltllltrrrrt¡llt¡!tlllltllllltlrt!¡¡It!

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
information regarding part¡c¡pat¡on in the research project and agree to participate as a

subject. ln no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the researchers, or involved
institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to withdraw from
the study at any time, and /or refrain from answering any questions you prefer to omit,
without prejudice or consequence. You continued participation should be as informed as your
initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for clarifications or new information throughout
your participation.

Principle Researcher: Holly Alston 726-5605

Supervisor's Name: Dr. Wanda Wuttunee 474-6405

This research has been approved by the Joint-Faculty REB. lf you have any concerns or
complaints about this project you may contact any of the above-named persons or the Human

Ethics Secretariat at 474-7L22, or email marsaret bowman(dumanitoba.ca. A copy of this

,'.o.nr,"l:l:'ll:9.0.".*s,¡y:ll:.v:T,'.o.1ï?10i.v.ï]i:r.".'.d:."19.1"I:"L'3....,¡¡r¡rrr¡rr

ICONSENTTO PARTICIPATE IN THE INTERVIEW PROCESS YES NO

I CONSENT TO HAVING MY INTERVIEW AUDIO TAPED YES NO

Participa nt's Signature Date

Resea rcher's Signature Date


